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Wisdom Evergre€rr
From The Headmaster's Desk

Another eventful year at The Bishop's Co-Ed. School,

Undri, has whizzed past in a flurry of activity and

achievement. Knowledge and skills are enhanced;

relationships are built and lessons learnt. The Crozier is

a reflection of the commitment we make to the field of
education with its many faceted attributes. What

elements does one build upon that each unique

individual carries within himself/herself?

To see children grow before one's eyes is a singular

privilege that every educator delights in; what greater

honour does he have than to help shape a part of
personalities who will impact generations in the future. I

am very conscious of the fact that our interaction within
the campus becomes an embedded aspect that will be

carried by a child for many years. Hence, caring for
children in Bishop's Undri, is an underlying feature

which lies at the base of all that is experienced here.

When you flip through the pages of this magazine you

will see reflected the myriad talents, emotions & actions

of students, staff, parents and the situations during

which these find expression. I am indebted to the
editorial team who have striven to overcome logistical and time-bound deadlines despite the very demanding academic

schedules in their daily routine. There are, however, certain constraints which prevent us from including more pages;

though the articles and photographs will undoubtedly make this edition of the Crozier a magazine that you will put on your

bookshelf to leaf through from time to time in years to come.

School magazines are milestones that help us to remember how we were and who we were in years gone by; they help us

to retrace steps and walk backwards into the past and breathe once more the air of youth when we grow older and become

nostalgic. Each edition is a chapter in the book of life; and its hours and moments are too precious for us to ignore. Here are

images foryou to hold to your heart when allyou have left are memories to sustain you.

Itrust that the all encompassing panorama of the year gives you an idea of what we strive to achieve in the expanse of what
one calls'an all round education'. Happy reading...

Mr. HenrySoggee

HEADMASTER



Pre-Primary Staff

SITTING (Left to Right)
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RoW - 2 (Left to Rrght)
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ROW - 3 (left to Right)

Mrs. O. Lobo, Mrs. L. Taiprambil, Mrs.5. Pillai, Mrs. C. Magilampu, Mrs. S. Swalehjee, Mrs. U. Ranbhise, Ms.5. Makasare, Mrs. H. Soam, Mrs. N. Arora,
Ms.S. Borde, Mrs. N. Khan, Mrs.C. Britto, Ms. S. Suryawanshi, Ms. C. Daniel, Mrs.5. Gangwani, Mrs.S. Pawai Mrs.J. Lai.

ROW - 4 (l-eft to Rightl

Mr PThorat, Mr G.Gonmei, Mr.G. Rajurwad.



Itce,, from The Heart
Frqm the Supervisor's Desk

fire Divine G ift - O u r ch ild re n

'Blooming' implies gradual realization of the innate feelings,

abilities, capabilities and virtues which, if given rich fertile
environment and opportunities can express, develop and

fructify into promising and beautiful realities to be proud of.

Toddlers and children with care, understanding, love and
personal interaction in a safe and trustworthy environment will
bloom into capable, sensitive and responsible students and

contributing human beings.

Our Pre-Primary and Primary sections are homes away from
home. They cater to the all round development of the wards

under our care. This stage lays the foundation for higher
education.

Keeping this in mind our entire curriculum enhances, enlightens
and educates children in a conducive environment so that their
dormant qualities and abilities emerge in a vibrant manner
allowing their personalities to develop and crystallize into
pulsating entities. Ethical values are inculcated strenuously by

the staff so that the children under our care become epicenters

of human values- spreading peace, contentment, progress and

solidarity instead of eroders of the human fabric - something
that is so imperative to have today and in times to come.

Children are like clay that can be moulded into unique human

inspirations. Varied activities, audio-visual aids, story-telling
techniques, nature walks, outdoor play and so on help them make the most of early school life.

I am indeed blessed to have an excellent, selfless, enterprising and an encouraging team along with a supportive
management to achieve this vision and mission of the Junior Section. All this makes our little ones a 'True Gift of the
'Divine'. I wish to express my sincere thanks to our Headmaster for his efficient leadership, support and good counsel I

receive in the day to day running of the institution. To the administrative co-ordinators - Mrs. M Pillay, Mrs. S Kurien,

Mrs. A. Khandelwal for their co-operation and team-work. To all the class co-ordinators & staff who strive for excellence

despite immense work pressures. Last but not the least I thank our God and Heavenly master whose divine power is truly
the inspiration and caretaker of all our endeavours at Undri.

Thus lconclude-

No great work is ever done in a hurry.

To develop a great scientific discovery, to paint a great picture, to write an immortal poem orto do anything requires great

time, patience and perseverance. These things are done by degrees. A child must learn to draw a straight line before he can

develop into his unique personality and we hold his hand to help him in his endeavour.

Mrs. M. Fernandes
Supervisor (Jr. Section )
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL. UNDRI

Thank You Mr. Freese For Atl That You
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL UNDRI
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

A staggering array of diagnosis can be wedged underneath

the 'special needs' umbrella. Children with special needs

may have mild learning disabilities or profound mental

retardati on, food allergies, terminal illnesses,
developmental delays that catch up quickly or remain

entrenched; occasional panic attacks or serious psychiatric

problems. A diagnosis is useful for directing appropriate

school resources, and services, setting appropriate goals

anfl gefting a holistic understanding of a child.

Onie identified, mental health professionals in schools

liaise extensively with parents, teachers and other health

specialists to develop effective partnerships between

parents and educators. Capacity building exercises with
parents and teachers through training and partnership

programs has further supported this school based model

of mental health.

The Sparkles project operates on three levels:

t. Preventive mental health: Targets awareness in all

,I CAN'IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN 'I DO'
Sparkles

Sparkles' is an endeavor of The Bishop's School at

facilitating emotional, physical, social, cognitive and

academic development of .children , especially with
developmental delays. eilher due to psychological or

physiological reasons.

Sparkles aims to promote emOtional well-being, by

providing an experience that will strengthen a child's

coping abilities to counter environmental stress, enhance

academic success, reduce school dropouts and provide

preventive and therapeutic mental health. lt envisages a

system to provide a well connected supportive system for

the child.

The sparkles project is on a strict adherence with the

changing legal educational system. After its inception

seventeen years ago, a blue print has fallen into place with

its consistent methodology. In a multi-level approach, "at

risk" students are identified, assessed and provided with

a ppropriate intervention.

T4



children, teachers and

and life -skills education.
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THE BISHOPS CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

. Exam accommodations (extra time , soft corrections,

individualcare)

!. Magnifying glasses, enlarged worksheets etc as the

need arises

We are looking for ways to help students help themselves

and to give them social and emotional tools to work

through their everyday challenges. In the long run, facing

and overcoming a learning disability will help the child

grow stronger and more resilient. To ensure the best

chance at success for our children over the long term, we

focus on helping our children develop important life skills.

Sparkles therefore aims at providing students with process

oriented learning. Emphasis is put on the importance of

collaborative work between teachers, parents and

students with a hope of constructively engaging students

themselves to bring about positive transformations.

.:

2. ldentification/diagnosis/assesiment: "At risk"
children are referred to sparkles department through

teachers and parents, who in turn liaise with outside

agencies and hospitals, for psycho-educational

assessment and clinical diagnosis.
.,.. -rl:t,::1ll:;,ll:r:::...3. I ntervention,;t&bjl0rtgd :lgaln1pg disa bilities / ADHD /

'::i:r'::::::;'
PDD / la,iiy{a{ti.l Visual or hbaring impairments and

other md{iiial conditions are given constant support

througli::liounseling (individual and parental) and

remedieled ucation.:-::r::
.: t:14::::

Children afe also provided assistiiiie in the following

areas, to name a few:

o Resourceroomforplaytherapyandremedialwork

ao. O-ulll .'d ed i ntera ctivelea rn i n g

lV onitgrilre a nd p rogress feed back

Note taking assistance
rrr;i:. ::irl:::ll

t::,.:;t,;:iir,:; ;rr-.1:'
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL. UNDRI

People Behind the Scene
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

The Nerve Centre of the School
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

TEACHERS IN ACTION
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Headmaster's Annual Report For The Prtze Day

THE BISHOPS CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDR]

THE POWER OF A NOTE

"We'il never be able to breokthe spell,
The mogicwillhold us still.
So meti m es we m oy p rete n d to fo rg et,

But of course, we never will." These are words of a song
that reflects the love of school and the memories that are
dear.

Year after year one faces a parade that thrills, dismays and
almost always leaves one with a certain emptiness that
lingers, especially within a teacher's soul. Yes, it is time to
look back and identify the many facets of the colourful
extravaganza we call our academic year. A span of time
that encompasses myriad emotions and competitive
encounters on the field, in the class and on the stage.

Good evening, Ladies & Gentlemen. On such an occasion I

would like to firstly acknowledge with gratitude the
presence of our Chief Guest Mr. Pankaj Dahane (Dy.

Commissioner of Police) who has graciously agreed to
preside over this function; Welcome Sir, I trust that you will
find that the time you spend here is a worthwhile exercise
in using the hours of a busy schedule. I extend a warm
welcome to our Board Members, and on behalf of our
CEO. & Hon. Secretary. Mr. Frank Freese, who has sent his
best wishes to all present here and felicitations to the
prize winners, I welcome you this evening; to my fellow
heads from the Bishop's School Camp & Kalyaninagar;
parents, well-wishers, staff & my dear children who have
striven to achieve great things during the past year and
who are fittingly recognized this evening, I warmly
welcome your presence at this special occasion.

Every great journey of adventure starts with the first step-
and here at Undri we launch a host of adventurers who
experience the beginnings of futures filled with promise.
Games, co-curricular activities of every sort and the core
purpose of this institution - academics with direction.
Goals are set so that the focus is on meaningful action
resulting in purposeful achievement.

GAMES: In the arena of competitive games our children
are given exposure to cooperation, skills and team spirit-
thus preparing them for the challenges that lie beyond our
gates. Some achievements have been attained in the wider
spectrum of competitive endeavour, thanks to the drive of
parents & the support from the school. I mention a few

notable personalities here:Table Tennis - this is the fourth
consecutive year that our Undri team has lifted the ZP

trophy; and helped the team enter the Inter-Zonal
tournament at Sholapur:the U-16 team were Runners Up-
Siddhant Bhatt, Sujan Jujare, Bhargav Gejji, Nirmit Ghughu
& Arnav Sharma were instrumental in this success. Our
footballers were not to be left behind and the U-14 & U-17
teams were winners of the Subroto Mukherjee Cup; our
girls won the Z.P. football tournament so as not to be left
out of things. Chess: Chetan Pote is ranked 9'n in the district
level and was selected for Inter-Zonal competitions.
Boxing: Ma ny of our boy & girl boxers were selected for the
Inter-Zonal boxing and excelled in their various categories-
mention must be made of Marlon Pimenta, Nirmit
Ghughu, Sreeyash Abnave, Rohan Bandal, Aditya Kulkarni
& Saket Jagtap of the boys & Supriti Kartar, Greeshma
Hendre, Shrutika Abnave & Tezalpreet Dhanju amongst
the girls. Athletics: many of our sprinters won laurels at the
District level in the U-14 & U-17 category. The Sports Days
of the Jr. & Sr. School were colourful occasions despite the
heavy downpour that caused the Junior School sports to
be shifted to the next day.

The Bishop's Undri played host to the Frank Anthony
Debate at which our team of Swadin Routray &
Ummaimen Tamboowala were runners up. Our team
participated in the I Cube innovative creative fest and were
2"0 runners-up amongst 24 schools. Quizzing has also been
a popular part of our co-curricular activities which
exercises cerebral skills that eventually end up quite
profitably when they are reflected in the overall ICSE

results where Undri achieved once more 100% results
with a climbing percentage of students scoring above 90%
(39 of the 151 candidates did quite brilliantly thanks to
their work and the efforts of their teachers who pushed
them quite hard). Our top rankers were Aman Goval who
scored 96.6O%: Aditya Pusalkar & Nicola Mascarenhas
both scoring 96.40%.

Parents have generally been very supportive and
encouraging while their children have striven to attain
heights in many disciplines be they physical, intellectual or
academic. Some examples of the manner in which children
use leisure hours in pursuing hobbies and personal goals
are as follows: Gia Kukerja won the Gold in Inter School

20



State Level Skating competition 2Ot5-1'6. Megh Kasilkar

of class Vlll A, who will be one of two representatives from
India at the Las Vegas Memoriad (the World Mental Sports

Olympics).Many of our students take the Trinity exams and

have excelled in spoken English. A large percentage of our
children participate in the various Olympiads that have

been a regular feature in the calendar (Cyber; Science;

Mathematics; English & Hindi). Aditya Nayak won a tablet
for achieving the All India 3'" Rank in the English
Olympiad. Hayden Mascarenhas won the NIE Student of
the Year award. Academically our students have been

'kept on their toes' so to speak with the regular tests &
examinations ensuring that we progress not only in the
wide range of co-curricular activities I have mentioned; but
also in that central aspect of our curriculum 'academics'

that forms the basis for all careers.

Our numbers continue the upward climb and in this

academic year we have crossed the 4800 student mark;

with 101 class sections, which in itself is a handful to
manage. However nothing is too difficult if one has as

wonderfully cooperative a team as we have at The Bishop's

Co-Ed School Undri.

Our children do have opportunities to expend their energy

in other ways than programmed games; our scouts &
guides have spent enjoyable hours learning their craft as

well as camping on the school grounds & trekking
outdoors to Tikona Fort. The annual picnic was at lmagica,

and the happy lot of students who returned at the end of
the day did give one an idea that they had had a wonderful
time.

Founder's Day was a very special one as it marked the 10'n

year of the founding of this institution. After a solemn

"Thanksgiving Service" and some organized games for
staff & students, the colourful "Night of the Indian States"
brought out the best in our staff who were dressed in

stunning state costumes and performed dance routines
that underlined the Unity in Diversity of India.

The Farewell & Dinner for our ICSE students was held on

l-2'^ February and will be remembered by all those who

were in the graduating class as a time for nostalgia &

reflection as they were felicitated by the CEO & Hon. Sect.

Mr. Frank Freese and presented with mementoes.

The National Days were celebrated in a fitting manner, and

it was heartening to see a large number of parents sharing

nri sraHops co-sD scHooL, uxnru

in the occasion of the Independence Day & Republic Day

functions.

Hindi& Marathi Dewas were two enjoyable occasions and

were planned perfectly with highly informative and

entertaining performances at assembly by our students

who were trained by the staff of the ll Language

Department. The National Science Day was celebrated in

the new auditorium of the 84 building where Dr. (Maj.)

Fatema Husseini delivered a powerful message on the
topic 'The lmportance of a Balanced Diet for Adolescence',

Class lX had a power-point presentation on Dr. APJ Abdul

Kalam; and a number of skits were performed by the
biology classes of Vlll & lX. With pollution, recycling &
Green Earth were atthe core of the message.

The Inter-House singing competition has always been a

much looked-forward to event- and the four Houses did

not disappoint the audience- some excellent group singing

followed the test piece for this year "l'll Fly Away"; there
were outstanding performances by the Junior & Senior

House Groups . Kudos must go to Mrs. Sophie Fernandes &
the music department staff who are always so versatile. A

soecial word should be said for the school violinists under
Mrs. Mascarenhas who within a short span of time has

done wonders with our budding string orchestra; thank
you forthe music.

lf I do not name you individually do forgive me for paucity

of time, to the unseen members of staff who are always

behind the scenes working dedicatedly and unobtrusively,

I owe a most orofound thanks- whether in Maintenance,
Transport, Support staff, Medical, office or administrative;
for without your constant effort the wheels will come off
this great machine of ours. To the coordinators & teachers
you take raw material and send out finished personalities,

the debt society owes you is immeasurable for you are the
makers of future generations. Here I will be doing an great

injustice if I failed to mention a few who are instrumental in
making my task here an easier one- Mrs. Melissa
Fernandes -, Mrs. Kurian, Mrs. Khandelwal, Mr. Alan

Lindsay, Mr. Frank Fonseca & Mr. Mark Fernandes; Mrs.
Khatri, all the class coordinators, House Masters, House

Teachers; the Office staff who are at the nerve centre of
the institution and who work unobtrusively, we owe much
gratitude. We also remember our staff who are not here

today, especially Mrs. Elizabeth Anand who passed away

tragically, and those who went on to pursue their personal

21.



T}IE BISHOPS CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

goals or have retired. A specialthanks to Mrs. Bhagat & the
staff of Sparkles for taking on the task of helping children
overcome learning difficulties.

To our Chief Guest, Mr. Pankaj Dahane, I say, THANK yOIJ

for gracing this function and making it a memorable
celebration of a child's success and accomplishment.

My sincere thanks go to the Managing Committee of the
Bishop's Education Society whose support makes my task
in functioning as Headmaster so much easier; I extend my
gratitude to our CEO & Hon. Secretary Mr. Frank Freese for
his encouragement and help whenever needed. To my
fellow Heads - Mr. Edwin & Mr. Bunyan who have assisted
over the ups & downs in accomplishing the yearly calendar
with a helping hand when needed- my profound
appreciation. To the parents & guardians who have always
been so encouraging and supportive, your interest in your
child's welfare and education make our task so much
easier.

Thank You. To the children & prize winners, thank you for
being what you are- triers and inspirers who make the
work of a teacher all the more rewarding. Finally, we all
need to recognize the presence of God in all our
endeavours, for He alone guides us through triumphs &
tribulations, and watches over our institution and our
children. Sending down His blessings on us all, to Him we
owe ou r greatest thanks.

With a world facing newer challenges, there needs to be a
counter-strategy to offset them. Children need to focus on
becoming adaptable to the changing demands in coping
with environmental hazards and eliminatingthem through
concerted efforts with socially like-minded individuals.
They need to recognize that in facing up to evolving
problems they are in fact taking

on tasks that cater to a general well-being of all. This is the
kind of selflessness that makes for a "good human being"
& the tag of being a "world citizen". Far too much
selfishness is evident in

the materialistic advancement of many nations, even
India, where personal goals outweigh those of the
common good, one has seen highly publicized abuse of
wealth & position, while the better qualities of tolerance,
h u m i l ity, ki nd l i ness, love, com passion & brotherhood have
languished on the wayside. We at the Bishop's Co-Ed
School, Undri, have a duty to ensure that those we teach

rise above the petty barricades that prevent them from
imbibing the great human qualities that make up a

complete & balanced personality. With God to direct our
purpose, we shall do what is right by our profession as
educationists, and destroy those obstacles that make us
insular and unfeeling to the plight of others.

To wind off my report I would like to underline the
characteristic of "Uprightness" that we try to instil in our
children:

"Who serves his country best?

Not he who guides her senates in debate,

And makes the laws which are her prop & stay;

Not he who wears the poet's purple vest,

And sings her songs of love and grief and fate;

There is a better way.

He serves his country best

Who lives pure life, and doeth righteous deed,

And walks straight paths, however others stray,

And leaves his sons as uttermost bequest

A stainless record which all may read:

This is a better woy.

Good Night & God Bless You all.
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THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

Supervisor's Annual Report for The Prtze D^y

ol)a very warm welcome to our respected Chief Guest,

Dr. Vishwajeet Kadam, members of the Governing Body,

our CEO & Hon. Sec Mr. Frank Freese, Mrs. V. Freese our

distinguished guests, dignitaries, parents, teachers and my

dea r students.

It is rightly said by Andrew S Garnerthat-'We see how early

childhood experiences are so important to lifelong
outcomes, how the early environment literally becomes

embedded in the brain and changes its architecture'. The

children of the Junior school are indeed the foundation,
core and focus of any institution. lt is here that a stable

base in all spheres is laid and their early days at school are

filled with values of honesty, characte; integrity, humility,

faith, love and loyalty. These will make them not only

human but humane and make the world a better place to
live in because we give direction. 'A dream becomes a goal

when action is taken towards its achievement'.

This morning we are here to celebrate the shining stars of
the Junior section at Undri who shed their gentle brilliance
in terms of academics, applied qualifications as well as

extra curricular activities through their dedicated efforts

and perseverance. For those who missed the mark this
year think only of the best, work only for the best and

expect only the best. Be enthusiastic and positive and

forget the mistakes of the past, pressing onto the greater

achievements of the future. Remember success is not

measured by how we go up in life but rising every time we

fall. lt is indeed an honour and a privilege to present to you

the J u nior School Annual Report for the yea r 2015-2016.

ACADEMICS:

The continuous round of assessments was conducted for
the Junior students of the Pre-Primary section on a 2 term

basis and Primary section on a 3 term basis. This form of
testing enabled them to develop an increased sense of
inclusiveness, higher learning standards, a clarified
purpose of assessment, capacity to remedy weaknesses,

develop strengths; thus fostering the teaching-learning
process. The Educomp smart class boards have enabled

the teaching staff to take a giant leap in incorporating

technology with the system of education and thus making

lessonsfar more interesting and effective'

EVENTS:

a) The Junior Prize Day : was conducted on Friday 18'n of
July last year and this day recognised and rewarded the

attainments of our budding scholars as a consequence of
sustained / diligence and determined effort. 'Winners

don't do different things but do things differently'. A few of
our focused students received special prestigious awards

too.

b) Jr School - The Independence Day & Republic Day : We

owe a lot to the sweat, tea rs and the tremendous sacrifices

of the great men and women and the innumerable soldiers

of the epic freedom struggle for the freedom each one of
us enjoy today. To reiterate this feeling of patriotism, the
Independence Day for the juniors was held a day before ie.

1"4'n August and 26'n January respectively to give them the
meaning behind celebration of Independence and

Republic days.

c) Teachers' Day : A teacher affects eternity, he/she can

never tell where his/ her influence stops. Teachers are the
cornerstones of the future and act as instruments and

foundations for creating remarkable citizens and good

human beings. Last year teachers of the 3 Bishop's Schools

assembled at the Bishop's school, Camp on the 18thof
September to witness the Senior school and Junior college

concert titled 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame' and were

then felicitated by the Prefect body of the respective

schools for their contribution through their profession of
teach i ng.

d) Founders' Day : The Thanksgiving service for our
Founders' Day was held on the 5'" of February. lt was a

significant milestone locally, provincially and nationally as

this establishment marked its completion of ten glorious

years of service or rather a decade promoting value based

education to many generations. The 84 auditorium was

transformed by the d6cor of diverse cultures of India with
the theme being 'The Night of the Indian States"' Alluring
ethnic outfits, the traditional lighting of the lamp, staff
dances and rhythmic music made this event a memorable

one indeed.

e) Junior Sports Day: In keeping with the spirit of
inculcating camaraderie, perseverance, determination,
commitment and loyaltythe school has continued with the
games programme. The displays such as'The Beach frolics'
and 'The Dance of Creation' transformed the field into a

splash of colour, skill and rhythm in everything' The

highlights were the novelty races like the Universal Skies,

Lab of Geniuses, Pirates of the Caribbean, Pongos Run, A

Wedding with a Twist. A total of over 1000 students
participated in the event taking into consideration the
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many requests we receive regarding student participation.

COMPETITIVE FIELDS:

a) Olympiads The various Olympiads were conducted
through the year wherein a total of 1,432 students
appeared for the stipulated competitive exams. To name a
few National/ International achievers in this sphere are:

Pavitra Kumar and Ansruta Ghosh of class lll were
winners in the 2"d level of the Unifed cyber Olympiad
bagging the L2'n and 28'n positions.

Richa Shivpurkar of class lll was the Zonaltopper in the
International English Olympiad standing 4'n in the
state ranking.

b) Trinity : Good communication skills are the key to
success in life, work and relationships. Without effective
communication an individual suffers in areas of careeI
social and personal relationships. The Trinity speech
classes are the answer to this need for Classes ll to V which
was adopted for the 1" time. A total no of 78 students
attended classes that were held once a week and were
trained by an efficient team of dedicated staff. The result of
their diligence was evident with a total of 56 students who
secured an 'A' grade and the rest a 'B' grade. lt was an
enriching experience for teachers and the taught.

c) Inter House Elocutions - English & Hindi : Utilising the
speech skills just spoken about the Inter-House elocution
gives the children an opportunity to develop confidence
not only in speech but standing before an audience and
enhancing their self-esteem. This is done not only in
English but also our 2no language. This covers a wide
spectrum of linguistic competence.

d) The Inter-House Quiz saw some exciting rounds being
contested by quizzards of classes ll to lV that showcased
their quantum of knowledge in various challenging fields.

e) The Inter-House Singing Competition: tf music be the
food of life play on; said Shakespeare. There is no heart
that music leaves untouched. Music knows no boundaries,
caste, colour, religion and nationality. Music will harness
universal brotherhood. The little ones enthralled the
audience with songs such as- Nina Pretty Balareina; The
Tide is high; Please Mr Postman and save all your kisses for
me.

flChristmas Carols : Children are the reflection of
innocence and spontaneous overflow of love which is the
basis of all religion. The little ones of classes Nursery to lV

enticed the audience and transferred them into the festive
world of Christmas celebrations.

ACHIEVERS:

Winners have the determination, the skill and the courage
to pursue their dreams and make the impossible possible.
There have been a few prominent students who have
achieved significant milestones at the district, state,
national levels in various fields. Some of our budding
twinkling stars are-

. Jeevika Chavan of class ll- Cwho bagged the 2"0 runner
up in the National level Mental sports championship
and the champions trophy in the Rubiks cube
competition wherein she solved all 3 cubes in 2
minutes 2 seconds.

. Gia Kukreja who secured a National level prize in the
All India Roller skating championship.

. Gia Shah of class ll was declared "Miss Gladrags" in
January 2016 in Mumbai and...

r Parth Barve of class lll was awarded a bronze medal at
the Distract level tennis tourna ment.

'Eductaion today is child centered and aims at the child's
all round development':

alPicnics : Outdoor physical activities are essential to
enhance a healthy mind in a healthy body. The students of
classes lV & V experienced an outing packed with
adventure at'lmagica'. This helped the students bond with
their friends and teachers on an informal note and was a

delightfu I treat indeed.

b) Sakal Activities- classes lV & V : The Sakal Times
conducted a range of activities for the students of classes
lV & V giving them an opportunity to explore activities that
transform the monotony of the classroom environment
into an exciting one. Activities such as Pot making,
Periscope making, spinning the yarn and Time and stress
management paved a path of innovation, invention,
creativity and holistic development.

2) Sparkles : Sparkles is an enrichment programme; an
endevaour aimed at facilitating academic as well as overall
development of children with special needs. lt is with great
pride and joy that this programme fulfills this aspect by
addressing the developmental needs of growing children
and bridges the gap between the child's level of
achievement and expected school performance. Thanks to
Mrs Vasima Bhagat, our school psychologist last year and
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the entire team of efficient staff of the Sparkles
department.

d) Scouts & Guides : The Scouts & Guides for the last

academic session had about 130 Junior scouts and Guides

added to their team, Activities such as the monsoon hike

to 'Tikona Fort' an overnight camp on the Undri campus,

cleanliness drives, cooking sessions, gadget making, paper

bag making inculcated values of discipline, leadership
qualities, socialand moralskilldevelopment etc. All in all it
was a fulfilling yearforthem.

lf winter comes can spring be far behind. Life is neither
black or white but comes in shades of grey. Having

accomplished many achievements and experienced many
joyous times during the last academic year there were

moments of grief too wherein we lost a student Nidhi Dixit

of class lll who was a brilliant student and top ranker of her

class, probably we all would have seen her receiving a

prize today and Mrs Elizabeth Anand a member of the

office staff who we miss so dearly. They have left their foot
orints on the sands of time in Undri.

I trust that all those who make my junior team realise that
in my collective thanks holds within it everything that
gratitude embodies for without them I would not be an

efficient leader. Firstly, I express my sincere thanks to our

CEO & Hon. Sec. for his vision, constant support, guidance

and dynamic leadership we experience in all our
endeavors at Undri. To our Chief Guest Dr' Vishwajeet
Kadam for his esteemed presence. To our Headmaster for
his efficient leadership, good counseland support I receive

in the day to day running of this institution. To the
administrative co-ordinators - Mrs' S. Kurien / Mrs' A.

Khandelwal and Mrs. M. Khatri for their co-operation and

team work. To allthe class co-ordinators of classes Nursery

to V who strive for excellence despite immense work
pressures. To every teacher in the Pre-Primary, and

Primary sections for being exemplary examples of
dedication. The unsung heroes (Helper Teachers) who

carry the major load of bus duties, substitution work etc.

To Mr. Fonseca / Mr. P. Thorat / Mr. Mark Fernandes /
Mr. Lindsay / Mr. J. Selvam who see to the safety of our

children at arrival/ dismissal time. The Support staff who

work tirelessly behind the scenes. To the artistic and

creative team of Junior teachers and quilling team Thank

You !

To various departments : Art/ Music/ Medical/ Games etc

and the office staff for all the paper work th rough the yea r.

THE BISHOPS CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

To you parents for your faith and trust in the quality of
education we provide atThe Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri'
lf I have inadvertently missed anyone - my sincere

apologies. Last but not the least I thank our God and

heavenly Master whose divine power is truly the
inspiration and caretaker of all our endeavours at Undri.

Conclusion:

Thus I conclude: Hands are so indispensable to everything
we do. They express a great many emotions that are

representative of an individual Violence, helplessness,

love could all be part of the language of hands' Hands are

very singular in their orignality like the children we teach.

Let us rememberthat not a single finger print of a child has

a duplicate finger print anywhere in the world because

each child is unique. And as those little hands reach for a

teacher's guidance let us recognize what a distinctive
honour it is for us to hold and reassure those we teach.

Thank you & God bless each one of You!
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NIGHT OF CONTRASTS
Founder's D^y Celebration
.In the present times, look around and you will find

confusion and chaos in every sphere of life. Nonetheless,

the Board of Directors, our CEO Mr Freeze and our
Headmaster Mr Soggee have a firm belief in the power of
the Almighty, there is nothing that is impossible with God.

How apt and around is William Carey's dictum, " Expect

great th i ngs from God a nd attem pt great th i ngs for God".

The LLth Founders Day heralded another year of The

Bishops Co-Ed School, Undri as we celebrated the 11th
year of its inception on Saturday,4th of Febru ary 2017 .The
Thanksgiving service began with the singing of Hymns and

the processional march to the altar. This was led by the
cross bearer followed by the Head boy, Head girl , House

Captains'along with their respective flags, the
Headmaster, the Supervisor, CEO and Hon Sec Mr Freeze

and the Presbyter in-charge of St Mary's Church, pune. The

school flag and the house flags were presented to the
Honourable CEO to be placed at the altarfor blessings.

The hall reverberated with melodic hymns and anthems
sung by the school choir and the staff choir. The hall

displayed a stunning beautiful look with flowers and

wrapped boxes containing items to help the helpless. Rev.

Kenseelen's message emphasized on the Gospel according

to St Matthew: Chapter 5, Verse 16.. "Let your light shine

before men that they may see your good deeds and

praise". Since our theme was 'Black and White', he threw
light on the colour white and describes how white signifies

light, purity and peace. "We must escape the compliancy
and enter the light of knowledge. tt is the hope that
opportunity last once in a life time. lt is time to shed out
the darkness and come into the light." The hall was

mesmerized by his wise words.

After the service ended, the gent's staff battled against our
senior boys in a volley ball match. The ladies staff played

against the senior girls. The much awaited evening
function emphasized on the theme 'The Night Of
Contrasts'. What was also breath taking was the wonderful
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d6cor done by the Art Department. The evening

atmosphere was electrical and energetic with songs and

dance played to the tunes of the famous band,

"LlVEWlRE". The spell binding performance by the staff to

the foot tapping beats of the song "Black or White" by

Michael Jackson was the cynosure of all eyes. A host of

party games brought a lot of fun and happiness. The staff

bonded and shared a great feeling of companionship. This

was followed by dinner enjoyed by all the members' The

function ended with a vote of thanks presented by our

respected Headmaster Mr Henry Soggee.
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ROOTS TO WINGS

fHE BISHOP,S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRr

It *", a pleasant morning as the children came in smartly
dressed accompanied by their parents.

Dr. Vishwajeet Kadam, president of poona District Football
Association presided over as the Chief Guest.

Our Supervisor Mrs. Melissa Fernandes presented the school
re port fo r t h e Aca d e m ic y ear 2015 -16, h i gh I ighti n g th e va ri o u s
activities a nd ach ievements of the J u n ior School.

Dr. Vishwajeet Kadam graciously gave the prizes to the children
from Nursery to class lV.

Special Prizes were awarded to:
The prize for " Endeavour against insurmountable odds,, was
given to Kshitij Harpale & Hitayashi Bafna

Trophy for Gentlemanly qua lities to Hardik Chugh

And Trophy for Ladylike qualities to SalsabilAli.
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JUNIOR PRIZEWINNERS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

: VRUSHTI BAHUA

: TITHI MEHTA

:SAMARTH FATHEPUR

:SANVED PATIL

:JITSHA KODAK

YASHWARDHAN THAKARE

AARAV PRATIK PAWAR

TANMAY JAGTAP

SOUMYA KAMTHE

VEDIKA JADHAV

AAHANA SUTRADHAR

ZAHRA LEHRY

ISHAAN RAKA

ROHAN BHOSALE

YASHVEE OSWAL

MANHA HASAN

RHESA THORAT

ABHINAV HARESAMUDRAM

ANSHUL SHINDE

JENICA DAVID

PRAPTI RAI

KEONA FERNANDES

NEIL RATAN

HRIDHAAN SALWAY

AAYUSH LIMKAR

ASHTON DASS

JAEDYN VIEGAS

HEET BAGRECHA

SAMRUDDHI CHAVAN

HITANSH J OSWAL

ZINNIRA SHAIKH

AMBER RAINA

MUSTAFA PATEL

ENAAYA UPADHYAY

ARSHITA KUMAR

GEN. PROFICIENCY

ENGLISH

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ART & CRAFT

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

ANANYA BHUTADA

SAAD SHAIKH

PRANAV RAJPUROHIT

SHIVANJALI HIREMATH

KHUSHI JADHAV

YATIMANTRI
AISHWARYA KUMAR

TRISHA PARAKH

DEVANSH PAREKH

LAKSHY BANTIYA

: MOHAMMED KHAN

: KAVIN CHATURVEDI

:YUVIKA BHAGAT

:VIHAAN SHAH

: ZAHARA MOTIWALA

: SHREYA ZAMBARE

: SHAURYA SHARMA

: RAEANSHA WABLE

: RUDRA OSWAL

:AARAV MITTAL

: SAMRIDDHI BOSE

: KADEN YOUNG

: ADHAAN ZIYA

: AARSHIYA PRAHARAJ

: DANIEL PANDIT

NIDHI PARMAR

SHLOK KANTHALE

RAAGA KANTHALE

SHEZAN TAMBOLI

EKLAVYA BHARTI

TANISHKA ATOLE

XAVIER NONGMAITHEM

VERNIN BANERJEE

ROSELLE SOARES

YUSUF FIRFIRAY
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GEN. PROFICIENCY

READING

WRITING

NUMBER WORK

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN, PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE/

ENGLISH ELOCUTION

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

ENGLISH

:GAURESH IAMBVE
: SHAURYA SWARANA

MOHAK BENDRE

AGRIMA KUNDRA

NOOR FATIMA KHATEEB

DHRUV WADHWANI
RUTURAJ SATAV

HAMZA SAYED

RUSHIKESH PHALKE

ADITI THAKUR

DRISHTIAJWANI

KRITANSH AGARWAL

DHRUV JAGAD

AARYAN PANDEY

AANYA SHETTY

JAHNAVIGUPTA

MYRAH MULLA

NAOMISTEPHENS

SHAREN D'SOUZA

JOANNA GAIKWAD

ARADHYA SHAH

JADEN NIGVEKAR

SAMBIT PAUL

SIDDHI TIBHE

SPARSH DESAI

HITARTH SINGH

BHAVI KOTHIYA

AADITIKURADE
MANAS ADSUL

SARA MOTWANI

NISHAD SUBHEDAR

VIDUR GAIKHE

VASUNDHARA LENGARE

TANUSHRI BHOSALE

SAMRUDDHI SURYAWANSH

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE/HINDI :

THIRD

PROGRESS

AGNEYA NAIR

GARGI KALE

ANGEL FERNANDES

SAEE GHULE

GEN. PROFTCTENCY/

QUIZ/MATHEMATICS/
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD/HINDI
PROGRESS

ATHARVA SINHA

RISHI PAREKH

PARISAHU

DHARSHAN BALAN

GEN, PROFICIENCY/

ENGLISH ELOCUTION : ARNAAV PHADATARE

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

sEcoND PRTZE/

HINDI ELOCUTION

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

: NAISHA KUMAR
: RAJAT DHAMAL
:SACHIAGRAWAL

GEET SHAH

MRIGANK POTALIYA

PAANYA PAVAKI

ZAINA SAYYED

NEERAL BHANDARI

HIRAL BAGAI

KRISHIL SHAH

GAYATRIZAMBRE

OJAS MALI

ISHITA JAIN

DHEERA KHINVSARA

PRANJAY WADNERE

SAIRAJ BADADE

NITYA NANDA

AAISHA INAMDAR
ESHITA CONTRACTOR

EASHAN KADAM

PARTH SHARMA
HUMAIRA ATTAR

BHAVISHA AGARWAL

MOHD. MUSAB SHAIKHI
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GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

: ZOYA SHAIKH

:SARINA MASTER

: SRISHTITIWARI

: MD. SAAD MIR

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ADITIVADHAVKAR

DEVANSHICHORDIA

SHUBHAM BANERJEE

NEESHITA CHORDIYA

DEVANSH PARMAR

AVANI BHATTAD

GEN. PROFICIENCY/

ENGLISH ELOCUTION

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

OJAS CHORDIYA

VEDIKA BIBAVE

PRATHAMESH BHONSALE

AYUSH TUPE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

: ANANYA KUNDRA

: DEEYA JAIN

: MOHAMMED ZAKIR

: SHAMANTAK PATIL

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

HINDIELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE/HINDI

THIRD/ENGLISH

LANGUAGE

PROGRESS

PREESHA BAHUA

SHREYA GHOSH

PARTH BAJAD

KUNAL BORKAR

ASHWIKA AGARWAL

RYAN D'SOUZA

RIAAN PRAKASHAN

DARSH KARMARKAR

YOGIRAJ BHATI

GEN. PROFICIENCY : KRISHA MUTHA

SECOND PRIZE : KRITI MUNDRA

THIRD : JIGNESH KUDALE

PROGRESS : DHAVAL PAWAR

GEN. PROFICIENCY/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

SECOND PRIZE

PROGRESS

: ANSRUTA GHOSH

: NISHTHA KSHIRSAGAR

ARYAN UMDEKAR

: HAIDER BATAWALA

GEN. PROFICIENCY/

MATHEMATICS/HINDI:

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

PAVITRA KUMAR

PARTH KEJRIWAL

NINAD SATAV

: AHMAD DANISH KHAN
GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

: YASH RANE

: NEEL HAJARE

:SIDDHARTH SINGHI

: VEDANG MHASKE

ENGLISH ELOCUTION : BHAVYA PAREKH

GEN. PROFICIENCY : AKSHIT RAJESH

SECOND PRIZE :SAUMYA DUTTA

THIRD : DONA SINGH

PROGRESS : JAYANT MISHRA

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE/QUIZ

THIRD

PROGRESS
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GEN. PROFTCTENCY/

MATHEMATICS/HINDI:

SECOND PRIZE/QUIZ

THIRD

PROGRESS

QUIZ

KASHVIMODI

RIVALDO DIDDEE

DHAIRYA PATEL

SAMYAK SHINDE

SOHAM SENAPATI

: TANAZ YAZDABADI

: PREET SHAH

: HARSHEETA BATRA

: JOSHUA LOBO
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GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

HINDI ELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

HINDI ELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

QUIZ

GEN. PROFICIENCY :

SECOND PRIZE/HINDI :

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

: NYSSA LANGDE

MEET PARWANI

MANAN DOSHI

KRISHIKA MALHOTRA

DEVESHRAJ SINGH

APOORVA MANE

GISELLE SOARES

FATEMA KAPUSWALA

KAVYA BHAND

CHAITANYA ZAMBARE

JAHNAVI KULKARNI

PRIYANKA REDDY

YASHVI DAVE

AADI BOKRIYA

TAVISHI KOHLI

MEET JAIN

ARNAB BOSE

FORAM PATEL

PRANAYA GAIKWAD

SHLOK GHATKAR

PUJAN SHETTY

MUNIRA LUQMANJI

VEDANT JADHAV

VAIBHAVI MAINDATKAR

:ANSHUL KALMEGH

: KRISH SHAH

: PARAM FULSUNGE

: SNEHA DORLE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

GEN. PROFTCTENCY/

ENGLISH ELOCUTION/

QUIZ/MATHEMATICS/
ENGLISH LANGUAGE :

SECOND PRIZE :

THIRD :

PROGRESS :

GEN. PROFICIENCY :

SECOND PRIZE :

THIRD

PROGRESS :

SAYAK MUKHERJEE

VEDANT SINGH

KEVIN VICTOR

SANSKRUTI CHOUGULE

TANISH KUVAR

SEJAL KADGI

TANVI KOTHARI

SHAAD SHAIKH

VIDUSHIAGARWAL

MEHAK NARANG

TIJAY SHETTY

VIDHISOLANKI

SPECIAL PRIZE WINNERS
20L5-2016

i( i"o,";;;;;Endeavour Against Insurmountable
Odds

'1, The Trophy For Ladylike

fr, sALsABtL ALI

KSHITIJ HARPALE
HITYASHI BAFNA

The Dhruv Sanklecha Shining Star
Trophy

KAVYA PAWAR

The Trophy For Gentlemanly
Qualities

HARDIK CHUGH

Qualities

- .-1

"Tb God Be The Glory
Great Things He Huth Done"

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD

PROGRESS

PARTH KURADE

PUJIT SHETTY

DARSH SONSALE

GRACIA MAYENGBAM
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GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFTCTENCY /
MATHEMATICS

SECOND PRIZE I
HINDIELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFTCIENCY /
HINDI

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFTCTENCY/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

Senior Prtze Winners

RISHITA SEHGAL

DHRIVA RAUT

ISHAAN SINHA

SIDDHANT AICH

GAURI LOKHANDE

SOUMYA PADHI

SHREYA RAMESHWAR

MAHEK MAHESHWARI

VEDANT SHETTY

HAMZA TAMBOOWALA

HARSHITA KUKREJA

ASHWIN GUPTA

AARUSHIVAISH

DISHA DHADGE

SUHANI GADOYA

YANA POTALIYA

ARYAN MEHTA

AADITYA KHOPADE

SHUBHIAJMERA
AYUSH SINHA

AYUSH BHATTACHARYA

ADITYA PALWE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY /
ENGLISH LANGUAGE /
HINDI

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE
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GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFTCTENCY /
MATHEMATICS

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE/QUIZ

GEN. PROFTCTENCY /
MATHEMATICS

SECOND PRIZE/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE /
HINDI

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

D NYAN ESHWARI RANANAVARE

SUJAL PHULAWARE

NANDINI BHATTAD

ANISHKA SIROHIYA

PARIJAT LOTHE

AISHNA SHRIVASTAVA

BHARGAV GAJJI

AAYUSH BHARAMBE

PURAB SHINGVI

ASHLYNN NAZARETH

HARINIVIJAY KUMAR

JEESHAN SHEIKH

ARYAN SINGHAL

SAKINA SAYED

YATHARTH NANDA
NAMAN CHATURVEDI

PRAJAKTA KADAM

SAANVIVISHNOI

ANISH DHAR

SANJALI KHERDE

AYUSHMAN AGARWAL

SALIL LOKHANDE



GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE /
HINDIELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY /
MATHEMATICS

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

HINDI

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

sEcoND PRTZE /
HINDI ELOCUTION

GEN. PROFICIENCY /
MATHEMATICS

SECOND PRIZE

ADITYA KHATRI

DIYA CHAKRABORTY

ARADHYA JAIN

SRINIVASAN KIDAMBI

DHRUV RAVI KRISHNAN

RIDDHI PANCHAL

MAYANK GUPTA

NAMAN KHERA

ADITYA KADGI

CHINMAY VALVANKAR

VAIJAYANTI ARASAN I PALAI

ARNAV KULKARNI

SAMRIDDHA SINHA

UTKARSH SHUKLA

ADITYA NAYAK

UDEET MITTAL

RIDDHIMAN MOULICK

ZAHRA KOTHAWALA

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

SECOND PRIZE /
MATHEMATICS / HINDI

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY

SECOND PRIZE

GEN. PROFICIENCY 1ST

GEN. PROFICIENCY 2ND

GEN. PROFICIENCY ].ST

GEN. PROFICIENCY 2ND

GEN. PROFICIENCY 1ST

GEN. PROFICIENCY 2ND

GEN. PROFICIENCY 1ST

GEN. PROFICIENCY 2ND
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SACHIN BHADANG

DIVYANSH GUPTA

SHAURYA BANERJEE

TANMAY DEVALE

SIDDHIAGARWAL

NIRMIT GHUGHU

SAVANIMENGAWADE

SHAMBHAVISINGH
EASHDEEP KAUR

ABDUL SHAIKH

KIRTI PALVE

FATEMA KAPADIA

HAYDEN MASCARENHAS

ADITY PUSALKAR

AMAN GOYAL

PRITISH MOHARIR

NICOLA MASCARENHAS

PRIYANJALICHODE

YASH CHOPDA

SWADHIN ROUTRAY

MOHINIMADAAN
SHREYA SINGH
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rcsE PRtzEs 2015-2015

TO BE PRESENTED BY MR. F. FREESE. CEO &
PERFORMANCE

HON. SECRETARY BEST ALL.ROUND

PRIZES

English Poonam Gupta Commercial Studies /
Hindi Eera Pendharkar Economics Mohini Madaan

Social Studies

Maths/ Science /
Swadhin Routray Art Aadhya Vikas Bhalla

Physical Education Aditya RajSrivastwa

Computers Aditya Pusalkar

SPECIAL PRIZES WINNERS .20L5 .2OL5

BOY GIRL

THE BEST ELOCUTIONIST SHASHWAT SINHA MALEEHA SHAIKH

THE TROPHY FOR GENTLEMANLY QUALITIES ADITYA PUSALKAR

rHE TROPHY FOR LADYLIKE QUALITIES POONAM GUPTA

THE BEST DEBATOR RITVIK RAI VANKSHAS HRIVASTAVA

BEST FOOTBALLER SHIVAJEET RAI EKTA REDDY

BEST TABLE TENNIS PLAYER SIDDANTH BHAT

BEST VOLLEY BALL PLAYER ROHAN BANDAL

BEST BASKET BALL PLAYER FALGUNI DABLE

BEST CHESS PLAYER CHETAN POTE SANIKA KARNICK

BEST BADMINTON PLAYER AKSHAT JAIN GAYATRI NAIR

BEST CRICKETER MOHAMMED YUSUF MEMON

BEST ALL-ROUND PERFORMANCE PRITISH MOHARIR SHREYA SINGH

EN DEAVOUR AGAI NST I NSU RMOU NTABLE ODDS

MAUSHMI KODRE

REX LUDORUM

ALLAN PAIS ALFIYA SHAIKH

PREET AGARWAL TROPHY . BEST SCOUT

MARLON PIMENTA KAITLYN VAZ

BEST ALL - ROUND SPORTSMAN / SPORTS GIRL OF THE YEAR

JUNIORS NISHIT KHARCHE DEANNE MASCARENHAS

SENIORS AJITESH SARASWAT FATEMA KAPADIA

COCK HOUSE TROPHY O'CONNOR & WINTLE

INTER HOUSE DISCIPLINE TROPHY O'CONNOR

THE FREESE TROPHY SWADHIN ROUTRAY
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A FEATHER lN THE CAP SpecialAchievements

NEIL ROY
First Rank National Rank Holder

in Unifi ed International
English Olympiad

NEIL MANDLIK
Guiness Book of World Records

being the Part of Longest
Human Underwater Chain

in Thailand.

KESAR KOGTA
Best Player in

B.E.S Badminton Tournament

MANANSH ARORA
Runner Uo

Best Soeaker Patwardhan
Inter School Debate

DARSHAN MALI
Silver Medal in Dr. Homi Baba
Balvaidnyanik Competition and

a Gold in The Maharashtra & Goa
National Science Olympiad .

HAYDEN MASCARENHAS
NIE student of the year

PRITISH MUDALIAR
Best Wicket Keeper

in the Bishop's T20 Triangular
Tournament

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDR]

CHETAN POTE
Our Budding Grandmaster- 5th

in U 14 Inter Zonal Chess
Tournament..

TEZALPREET DHANJU
District Level

Boxing Winner

NAMAN CHATURVEDI
Winner of

Inter School Bournvita Quiz.

SHRAVANI BHADANGE
Guiness Book of World Records

being the Part of Longest
Human Underwater Chain

in Thailand.

BHOOMI VAISHAMPAYAN
Best Player in

B.E.S Badminton Tournament

SIDDHARTH NEWALKAR
Winner of

Inter School Bournvita Quiz.

RITVIK RAI
1st in English and

National Cyber Olympiad

UDEET MITTAL
1st Runner up Patwardhan

Inter School Debate
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TO LEAD I TO EXCEL I TO WIN

On Friday 15th July, the community of The Bishop's

School, Undri came together for our Annual Prize Day

ceremony. The Deputy Commissioner of Police Mr. Pankaj

Dahane graced the occasion asourChief Guest.

The evening began with a prayer led by our Board member,

Pastor S. James. We were then introduced to our Chief

Guest, Mr. Dahane by Mrs. Khandelwal. He was felicitated

with a bouquet of flowers.

We were treated to a musical extravaganza where our

violinists played beautiful pieces of music. Our staff

presented a song'Heavenly Sunlight'.

Our Headmaster, Mr.Henry Soggee presented the School

Annual Report for the year 201-5-2016 . He stressed on the

importance of games and other co-curricular activities for

the overall development of a child. He proudly spoke

about our achievements in all spheres especially the

hundred percent results in the ICSE exams with 39

students scoring over 90%.

Towards the end of his speech, Mr. Soggee thanked the

Supervisor, Co-ordinators and teachers for their tireless

efforts during the year. He thanked the Governing Body

,the CEO and Hon. Secretary. Mr. Frank Freese, his fellow

Heads for their support from time to time.

Thereaftel the much awaited Prize Distribution Ceremony

commenced. The honours were done by our Chief Guest,

Mr. Dahane. We also had our senior school choir sing for us

a beautiful song 'Lord I hope this day is good"Jhe best

performance prizes were then presented by Mr.Soggee.

The surprise element was the announcements of the

specialtrophies. The Inter House discipline trophy went to

the O'Connor House.

The Freese Trophy for outstanding achievement in

academics, integrity and leadership went to Swadhin

Routray and lsha Saxena.

The Cockhouse Trophy went to three houses, O'ConnoL

Wintle and Young . After the presentation of prizes our

Chief Guest Mr. Pankaj Dahane took the floor to deliver a

fascinating and insightful speech to everyone present .

Mr. Dahane spoke about his experience as the District

Superintend of Police in Latur.

He highlighted an important point that winning is not

everything but we must accept our failures and continue

trying. He emphasized on the fact that we must inculcate in

our students, a 'civic sense' to follow traffic rules and keep

our city clean. He concluded by thanking the Managing

Committee, Mr. and Mrs. Soggee for the opportunity he

received.

The vote of thanks was given by Nirmit Ghughu.

He thanked our chief guest, Mr. Pankaj Dahane for

encouraging us, Mr. Frank Freese, Mr. Henry Soggee, our

Supervisor ,Mrs. M. Fernandes and the co-ordinators,

teachers, parents and students.

He concluded by an inspiring quote,"Dreaming is

important as dreams are our keyto the future."

Special Prize Winners:

Best all round performance :

. Pritish Moharir & Shreya Singh

Endeavour against Insurmountable odds :

. MaushmiKodre

Rex Ludorum:

. Allan Pais & Alfiya Shaikh

Preet AgarwalTrophy Best Scout :

. Marlon Pimenta & Caitlyn Vaz

Best all round Sportsman & Sportsgirl (Juniors) :

. Nishit Kharche & Deanne Mascarenhas

Best all round Sportsman & Sportsgirl (Seniors) :

. Ajitesh Saraswat & Fatema Kapadia

Inter House Discipline Trophy:

. O'Connor House
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Testimony of Excellence
ICSE Toppet* ( Above 90o/o)

94..400//0
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School Topper

96.60%

95,400/o

96.400/o 90.400/o 96.000/o

95.000/o

95.400/o

94.800/o
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92.000/o

M
*l:,1 l;,'{ w

90.000/o

92.40010

W.MM
90.400/o

93 400/o

d,k

93.200/o

mffi
92.600/o

93.200/o93.400/o93.400/o93.600/o

93.000/o93.000/o93.200/o93.200/o

91.800/o92.4001s

90.000/o91.000/o91.800/o

" To God Be The Glory Great Things He Hath Done"
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O'Connor House

"tlil"love the winning, we can take the losing, but most of

allWe love to play."

The year 20L5-L7 saw yet another breathtaking performance

from the entire house -Teachers and students, to stand
atop every challenge, activity, event and competition. The
year began with our students being honoured with their
badges and parficular responsibilities.

The Foul

HOUSECAPTAIN

VICE HOUSE CAPTAIN

SPORTSCAPTAIN

PREFECT- BOYS

PREFECT- GIRTS

1. TANISH BHAKRI

2. SHIRIN IQBAL

1. Md. DANISH SHAIKH

2. ARUNDHATISINGH

1. AJITESH SARASWAT

1. ABDULSHAIKH

2. UDEET MITTAL

1. KRINJALSANGHVI

2. DHWANIBHAYANI

To begin with, O'Connor house bagged the Discipline trophy
forthe yearand shared the COCK house trophy.

Congratulations to the House Mistress, house teachers and

students for putting your best effort in to achieve this laurel.
Well deservedl On the Athletic field we secured the overall
second place with many of our athletes winning individual
prizes.

The Inter- house Music competition witnessed some
excellent rendition of songs by all the houses. Here again,
O'Connor house stood as the first Runners -up and bagged
the first place for the Test piece and the props. Once again,
thanks to all the teachers and students who worked
tirelessly, your efforts have really paid off.

Our children performed exceptionally well during the lnter-
House Elocution Competitions. In the English Elocution the
house stood first with Anirudh Dash being awarded the Best

Elocutionist and in the Hindi Elocution, Arya Jadhwani made
us proud by winning the Best Elocutionist in the Senior
category. Tha n k you teachers for tra i n i ng ou r pa rticipa nts.

The English Debate was another event of the year in which
the O'Connor house performed excellently. Arya
Wadhwani and Udeet Mittalfrom the O'Connor house were
judged as the best debaters. Hats offto the participants and

teachers who brought accofaUei totne house.

When it came tobrains, the house was nottoo far behind as

our quizzers put their brains together to secure a strong
second position overallforthe inter-house Quiz. Well Done I

" Every child,Every chance"

Stayingtrue to our motto, the O'Connor house has kept the
flag flying high while trying to give each child a chance to
showcase their talent. My heartfelt gratitude goes out to
the House Mistress, the teachers of the house , students
and parents for contributing to our success.

All this would not have been possible without the
opportunity and the platform provided by our Head master
Mr.Henry Soggee and the Junior school Supervisor Mrs.
Melissa Fernandes. Thank you.

"The power of creating a better future is contained in the
present moment: You create a good future by creating a

good present."

House Master: Mr.Thaddeus Kohli
House Mistress: Mrs. MeenalPillay
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itnesses

" Thank 
^b 

or.rt yo u r d esti n ati o n

But don't worry if you stray away
Because the most important thing
ls what you have learned all along the way."

The desire to win was the driving force of the Rae House.

This was the reason why all the boys and girls of Rae

House put in their best and participated with great

enthusiasm in allthe events and other house activities.

The new academic year 2016 - 2017 brought with it
many new hopes, challenges, joys and definitely new

obligations and responsibilities. Although success was

not achieved in every field but the Reds never believed

in surrendering before diffi cu lties.

The Captain of Rae House was Snehal Shagun and Vice-

Captain was Riya Kumar.

The games season for the year 2O15-2017 started with
football and our house stood second in the tournament.
In The Inter House Cricket Tournament Rae House did

very well and won the tournament. ln the lnter House

Boxing Tournament Rae House gave in their best but
stood third. The Rae House girls did well in basketball by

standing second and stood third in throw ball. Rae

House did very well in the Inter House Quiz Competition
and bagged the first position.

Rae House did extremely well in Athletics and won the
Sports Trophy. Rae house also won the Tug-Of-War for
boys. The boys and girls from Rae house gave their best

and the best Athletes were Snehal Shagun and Saiyukta

Nimbalkar. Rae House even bagged the March Past

Trophy.

Rae House

ln conclusion I would to take this opportunity to
thank our Heads, Co -ordinators and all the Staff
members of Rae House for their constant support and

co-operation that they have rendered towards the
House.

House Master: Mr. Warren. David

House Mistress: Mrs. Reneta Diddee
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Wintle House

Th"y"^, had indeed been fruitfuland filled with success

where our esteemed house is concerned. While winning

some and losing some, we in the Wintle house do believe

and stand by our motto 'The best is yet to come'.

The year started with positive wins especially in Boxing and

Basket Ball where we stood first. The strength and courage

of our girls and boys was nothing less than great sportsmen

personalities. One could feel the courage and the will to
succeed as the boys and the girls displayed when they went

ahead and taking losses in their stride and winning laurels

with a feeling of respect, pride and companionship.

The Captains for the house were Ritvik Rai and Labiqua

Khan and the Vice Captains were Lallawmsanga Khiangte &

Jessica D'Cruz who served their house with sincerity and

dedication.

One major trophy was the lnter-House Singing Competition

which Wintle house is proud to boast off. Our students

worked meticulously during the preparations and were

adjudged the best in allthe categories that the competition

had to offer.

The Inter-House English Elocution and The Inter-House Quiz

also witnessed some positive results though we just missed

the first position. lt has been a learning experience for our

students. In all our victories and defeats ,we have noticed

new talent . Indeed, the coming years will grant opportunity
to the house in proving its caliber.

The year has proved to be a year of reflection .We believe

our performance will definitely improve with time.

We would like to thank all our house teachers for their
continuous support and encouragement without which our

success would be incomplete.

Housemaster: Mr. Mark Fernandes

Housemistress : Mrs. Jozina D'Souza

tt'
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'Dreamsand dedication are a powerful combination,'

With the commencement of the new academic session,

the staff and students of Young House geared up for
another year of frenetic activity, both, on the sports as well

as the academic front. No doubt, we had dreams, ones

which were not easy to realise, but there was one weapon
we had for these dreams to fructify and that was hard work

and dedication, Yesl Young House had decided to go all out
to excel in the activities through the year and leave no

stone unturned.

The year began with preparation for the elocution
competition. Students and teachers put in their best

efforts. Words like poise, diction, modulation reverberated

through the corridors and finallythe hard work paid. Young

House stood first in the class V and Vl category. Yohaan

Yazdabaadi was adjudged the best speaker in the same

category. Young House took the second place in the debate

competition.

Next to follow was the much awaited singing competition,
which is always a treat to the ears. This was an opportunity
for students to exhibit their talents in art of music. The

group songs were a perfect example of team work and the
outstanding solo performances were a reflection of the
student's confi dence and showmanship.

Quizzing, another field ,that students enjoy thoroughly, set

their brains ticking. The library became their favourite den

and general knowledge books exchanged hands on a

regular basis. Allthe hard work paid off and ourteam stood

first in the Class Vlll to X category.

In sports too, the students had practised as though they'd

never won and performed as though they'd never lost.

Young House stood first in Badminton, Football, Table

Tennis as well as Throw ball. In the Athletic Meet , Young

House scored 1530 points.

There were opportunities and challenges. We welcomed

the opportunities and faced the challenges with courage.

Success and failure go hand in hand and every failure is a

stepping stone to success. The failures we faced made us

T}IE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

Young House

stronger and every success brought hope to perform

better the nt*t 
!.T5,'r:: i: :r .r ;r i i: :: i,:; :.i: r '. .,'.,

A wo nderfu I vgg,l: .!-..!. gqp::.byr.:! iwguldllke to take this

opportunity to thank, lhg tlg?9qaster, Supervisor and

Coordinators for their support throughout the year. I

would like to thank the staff of Young House for their hard

work, dedication and unstinting support in preparing

students for various activities. Kudos to students of Young

House for their hard woik,''courage and the team spirit
they displayed.

House Master: Mr. Travis Dennis

House Mistress: Mrs. Anjali Deore
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THE SUN WILL COME OUT TOMORROW
The Annual Concert
fr'l he Bishop's Co-ed School, Undri presented its annual

concert on Saturday, the 30th of July 2016 in their new
auditorium amongst great zeal, vibrance and elation. Mr.

Frank Freese, the CEO and Hon.Seceratary of the Bishop's
School, Pune who was the chief guest for the evening,
invited dignitaries and parents attended the programme.

Based on the popular comic strip by Harold Gray, Annie is a

1982 musical comedy-drama film adapted from Broadway
musical of the same name by Charles Strousse, Martin
Charnin and Thomas Meehan. Annie tells the extraordinary
story of a little orphan who ends up in the lap of luxury with
billionaire Oliver Warbucks. Annie believes that her
parents are still alive and Mr. Warbucks helps her by

announcing a reward of 550,000 which attracts the
attention of con artists Roostel Lily and Miss Hannigan
who hatch a plot to killAnnie. Nevertheless, the story has a

happy ending for Annie as she finds a new daddy in Mr.

Warbucks.

No effort was spared and the result spoke for itself. Stage

setting was recreated to depict the depression-era look of
L83O's. The play came alive in period costumes,
choreographed dances and the plays well-known songs

belted out by children aged 6 to 16.

The lead role Annie, was played by a 7 year old girl, Aroush
Mukadam of class ll E. She won the hearts of the audience
with her combination of innocent looks, optimism and her
transition of character from a street smart orphan to a soft
mature girl who wins the heart of a stern Mr.Warbucks.
Daddy Warbucks was played by a charming yet determined
Shaswat Sinha who seemed self assured and confident. A

drunk Miss Hannigan was played by Maleeha Shaikh. Her

dislike forthe job and the children was clearlyshown in her

slurred speech, body language and her sense of comic

timing. Her performance on the song 'Little girls' had the
audience burst into a fit of laughter. Shirin lqbal played to
role of Grace. She appeared classy and businesslike while
dealing with Mr. Warbucks and Miss Hannigan yet
maternal when dealing with Annie. Her dance
performance on the song 'We've got Annie' was a

smashing hit. Rooster(Tanish Bakri) and Lily(Vaidehi Patel)

were quite a team. They played the bad guys doing
complete justice to their role. The orphan girls were
visually expressive, each shaping their individual
character.

Lighting was manipulated artistically to suit the mood and

atmosphere of each scene. The elaborately choreographed
and executed dance numbers involving a few dozen girls

and boys had the audience tapping their feet. The father-
daughter number'l don't want anything but you' warmed
the heart of the audience and put a smile on theirfaces.

Mr. Freese boosted the morale of the students by saying
'Annie has taught us a very important lesson of life that is

no matter what, you must be happy in all situations". He

further added "Bishops, Undri has a lot to look up to. Keep

the flag of your school flying high. You showed us a lot
today. Well done!" A resounding ovation by the audience
feted the performers. A grand evening came to an end with
the vote of thanks given by the Headmaster and the
presentation of bouquets to the team of directors,
choreographers, musicians, artists and the main
characters. lt would be right to conclude that Bishop's
Undri does live up to its motto of being thorough in allthat
it does.
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LEADING TO REACH THE UNREACHABLE
The Investiture Ceremony

'liln"nthe young wear the crown, the burden does not

sag their shoulders. lt, in fact, pulls their shoulder back,

thrust their chests out and make them ready to face

challenges.

The Prefects Investiture Ceremony was held on 7th July

2016 on a cool and cheerful morning in our school's

auditorium. The presence of the parents, staff and

students added to the vivacity ofthe day.

The function commenced with the welcome address by

our headmaster, Mr. Henry Soggee. The prefect designates

led by the Head-boy designate marched smartly into the
auditorium for the presentation of flags and to take the

oath of allegiance, loyalty and duty. Our august Head-

master reminded the flag bearers of their obligations to
uphold the rules, values and tradition of the Bishop's

School. Addressing the parents and the newly elected

leaders, he aptly said, 'living life itself is an adventure but

making it a meaningful one is a challenge'. He apprised

them of the storehouse of good qualities that each one of

them have and recommended that they leave some of

theirwealth behind.

Having commissioned the small congregation as Head Boy,

Head Girl, Sports Captains, Captains & Vice- Captains, the

L*

Headmaster presented them with ties and badges. The

same ritual was repeated with the Prefects who were

advised 'to lead by example'.

The imposing ceremony drew to a close with the
customary singing of the school song and the national

anthem. The office bearers are as follows:

Head Boy-NirmitGhughu

Head Girl- Fatema Kapadia

Sports Captains - Alitesh Saraswat & Vanksha Srivastava

House Captains:

O'Connor

Co ptoi ns-Tanish Bhakri & Shirin lqbal

Vice Captoins- Md Daanish Shaikh &Arundhati Singh

Rae

Ca pta i ns- Snehal Shagun & Riya Kumar

Vice Coptains- CarlWatchmaker & Saiyukta Nimbhalkar

Wintle
Captoins- Ritvik Rai& Labiqua Khan

Vice Coptains- Lallawmsanga Khiangte &Jessica D'Cruz

Young

Captoins-Sheldon Burrows & Shubhra Jain

Vice Coptoins- Hayden Mascarenhas & Anoushka Badola

Mrs M
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THE PULSE OF INDIA
Freedom in the mind....
Faith in the words.....
Pride in our souls....

L"t'tsalute the nation on this auspicious day. We celebrate this day with great zeal and fervour. This year also

great preparations were made in our school.

The students and teachers assembled on the school's open ground at 7.30 a.m sharp. Our Headmaster
Mr.Henry Soggee and our Supervisor Mrs.Melissa Fernandes welcomed the chief guest, Lt. Col.

Mrs.Uttara Kohli, with a guard of honour given by the scouts and guides. Flags were presented by the
house prefects ofthe four houses.

An invocational poem "WHERE THE MIND lS WITHOUT FEAR" was read by the Head Boy Nirmit
Ghughu. This was followed by a prayer for the nation by Shirin lqbal. To commemorate the
sovereignty of our nation, the Chief Guest unfurled the tricolour at 8:00 a.m and everybody
present, sang the National Anthem .Our Headmaster led us in the pledge followed by the
school prayer.

The chief guest threw light on the importance of the day. She said that our freedom
fighters gifted us the freedom and now we should, in return ,gift the country by being
good, self-disciplined a nd awa kened citizens.

Afterthis address, VaishnaviSingh delivered a speech in Hindi.

The students' choir sang the patriotic song 'AYE VATAN TERE LIYE".

Indeed it was a day of joy, full of patriotic spirit and fervour.

JAIHIND.

Mrs. Veronica D'souza

I
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The Joy of Freedom

Zfre tndependence Day Quiz was one of the many activities set up for the

70th Independence Day celebration week. lt was held on the 16th of August
at 9:45 am in the school auditorium. The Headmaster; the Supervisor and the
teachers along with the senior school students were present in the hall.

The contest was held between four teams namely Team Mangal Pandey,

Team Bhagat Singh, Team Chandrashekhar Azad and Team Batukeshwar Dutt.
The quizzers were chosen after tough series preliminary quizzes and they
proved themselves to be most knowledgeable on the topic of Indian
Independence, on which the quiz was based. The quiz comprised of three sub

rounds - the buzzer round, identification round and the rapid fire round.
There was an air of excitement and curiosity in the audience as the quiz
progressed further. Many unsung heroes of the nation were remembered.
Tatya Tope, Annie Besant and Lokmanya Tilak were among the common
names taken during the quiz.

The quiz was won by team Chandrashekhar Azad comprising of Vishnu M,
Rudra D, Harsh and Hariprasath which was well prepared and knew the topic
best. The quiz was an interactive one, involving audience participation. The
quiz was successful and ended with a documentary showcasing India's road
to freedom. lt is thus, rightly said by M. K. Gandhi, "The history of India is full
of men who rose to leadership by sheer force of self-confidence, bravery and

tenacity."
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HUES OF INDEPENDENCE
Card / Poster Makirg Competition

A porr", making competition was held on

L0th August 2016 and the topic was
'lndependence Day'. The students were
provided with art sheets. They were very
excited as they drew pictures based on
freedom and they made their pictures
colourful by using pencils, crayons, sketch pens

and paints. The students also wrote a

meaningful slogan along with the drawings.

They not only drew pictures of flags, national
symbols but also depicted pictures that co-

relate with freedom like-birds flying in the sky,

a bird set free from the cage, jets flying with the
tri-colour streaking behind them.

This competition created a feeling of unity and

patriotism for the lndependence Day
celebration.

Mrs. R. Diddee
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AZADI 70 YAAD KARO QURBANI

Azadi 70, Yaad karo Qurbani, on this occasion the

students of The Bishop'5 Co-Ed School, Undri, creatively

demonstrated their feelings for the country.

LOth of August was decided on for the activity of painting

and drawing. Students from Nursery to lll made beautiful

cards for the soldiers of the country. They wrote heartfelt

messages for them in the cards. These cards were sent to

the soldiers who guard the borders of our country.

The students of class lV and V created beautiful paintings.

The students from class Vl to X made posters and wrote

patriotic slogans.

It was a wonderful experience for students and a very good

opportunity for them to express their feelings for the

country. All the paintings, posters and slogans were

exhibited in allthe four buildings in the school which was

appreciated bythe parents and the students.

Painting and drawing is one of the most effective medium

through which one can express feelings, thoughts and

ideas. The students of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri did

just that. Just a few strokes and a dash of colours brought

out the feelings and respect towards the nation and how

much they are indebted to the freedom fighters as well as

the nation.

Mrs. Poonam Sharma
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UNITY IN DIVERSITY

/T
7 he morning of 19th began on a very exciting note as all

the students and teachers were in a patriotic mood, all set
to begin the Independence Day celebrations. The
participants were dressed in their best, befitting the role
that each one had to portray and the teachers were excited
and nervous at the same time.

The program commenced with a Marathi skit by the
students of class lV and V. Their theme was National
Symbols and everything was depicted beautifully through
a recitation. The children were eloquent and the whole
idea was conceptualized bea utifu lly.

The next act was a song performance by the children of
Upper KG and class l. They sang the song, 'Hum Bachhe
Hain Chote Chote' . They were dressed in their best Indian
attire representing each state of the country. The children
were applauded for their effort and the audience cheered
them on as they sang.

This was followed by a Hindi Skit put up by the students of

Swacch Bharat movement initiated by the government,
across the masses, and so they did putting in a commendable
effortl

The concluding act won numerous accolades as the
students of class ll to V came on stage dancing to various
classical and folk songs. The theme 'Unity In Diversity' was
executed very well by the students. From north to south
and from east to west, the children swayed to the rhythms
and tunes from various states enthralling the audience
with their performance. Everyone was elated and the
audience screamed an encore as the performances came
to an end.

ln conclusion, it was a beautiful program depicting the rich
culture and heritage of our country. The children not only
enjoyed the program but also took home with them a

beautiful message that our country is beautiful because
the people strive harderto make it so.

Mrs. Suparna Sahaclass lV and V where they wanted to give the message of

"\^&u '&'
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ON A COLOURFUL TRAIL
Fancy Dress Competition -Junior School

Day/ Date : Friday 19th August 2016
Time:9.30am
Venue: 84Auditorium

On occasion of the 70th year of Independence Day

celebration a fancy dress competition was held for the
Junior School children.

Our Headmaster Mr.H.Soggee and our Supervisor
Mrs.M.Fernandes were present. Our CEO/Hon Secretary
Mr.F.Freese gave us a pleasant surprise as he joined in by
10 a.m.

The competition was judged by Mrs,Nihalani and
Mrs.Lizelle D'Abreo. lt was a delight to see the children
from Nursery to class V dressed in traditional Indian
costumes representing the different states of the four
major regions. They spoke a few lines in the regional
language of the state, Children from classes ll to V dressed
as prominent leaders and freedom fighters quoted famous
lines of the personalities they portrayed.

It was a pleasure to see the children exhibit their
patriotism.

Mrs. G. Srinivasan
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SPLASH OF COLOURS
Rangoli Competition

A Aangoti Competition was held in The Bishop's Co-Ed

School, Undri, to mark the 70th Independence Day

celebration.

It was conducted on Llth August, 2016 between L1.00

a.m. and 1-.00 p.m. in the 84 Auditorium. The theme of the

competition was 'Tricolours'. The participants were from

classes Vll-X .Around 200 students took part in it,which

included not only girls, but boys too. The activity was

organized by the Marathi Department.

The judgesforthe daywere Mrs. P. Sharma, Mrs. M. Young,

Mrs. R. Jaiswal who had a tough time judging the 'Rangoli

Designs' put up bythe enthusiastic artists.

The winners were groups 15,22 & 33. The Head MasteL

Mr. Henry Soggee and the Supervisor, Mrs.Melissa

Fernandes appreciated and admired the efforts of the

students. Their presence not only motivated the students

but also added colour to the competition.

Winnerswere:-

Hridya Bhandari

Mekhla Choudhary

Sakshi Dhoka

Samruddhi Lokhande

9A
9A
9A
9A
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Ria David

Nandana Sailesh

Khushi Patil

Prakruti Patil

Varada Joshi

Prapti P.

Kimaya Waghmode

Dimple Saindane

Madiha Shaikh

Sakina Gandhi

7H

7H

7l
7l

8l
8l
8l
8l
8D
8D
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On the occasion of 70th Independence Day celebration,

speeches in Marathi and Sanskrit were delivered on 19th
August, 2016, bythe following students-

Aryan Mehsare-VlD
SamrudhiPahade-Vlll D

Aryaraj Nimbalkar-Vl I

These speeches gave information about Indian freedom
fighters.

This was followed by a stage play which was presented by
students of classes lX and X. Topic of the play was 'AZAADI

SE PURV AUR PASHCHAT" [Freedom before and after
Independencel. The play took place in the building 4
auditorium. Duration of the play was around 20 minutes.
The playwasviewed bystudents of classesVl and Vll.

The play depicted the struggle of freedom fighters like

Queen of Jhansi, Bhagat Singh, Mahatma Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru etc. lt also showcased problems of India
after independence such as corruption, unemployment,
poverty, women harassment, girls education, terrorism
and population. lt ended on a positive note in the hope
that the above problems will be reduced in the years to
come.

The entire programme was anchored by Vaishnavi Singh of
X B, while Avneet Saggu of lX C and Ayush Negi of X B

anchored the play.

Mrs. S. Singh

ATA}I I; YAAD KARO KURBAI

UNITY IN }IVHASITY

EXPRESSION OF FREEDOM
Speeches and Stage Play

.r {Seq
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YAAO KARO KURBANI

IN }IVTNIITY

UNITY IN DIVL.KbII '



TRADITIONAL TOUCH
The Traditional Duy Celebration

To celebrate the TOth Independence Day of India, The

Bishop's Co- Ed School, Undri celebrated the Traditional Day

with great pomp and show. This day was chosen to pay tribute

to our nationalfreedom fighters and leaders.

The Traditional Day was celebrated with great gusto and

enthusiasm. The students came fully clad in their traditional

dress. Their attire looked simply amazing as they collectively

displayed an array of colors that reflected the diversity of

lndia.

It was a moment of great joy and pride as we all stood united

to celebrate the spirit of Indian Tradition. All the students gathered on the field and then

marched along the driveway to show their love and respect for their country and to

promote'UNITY lN DIVERSITY'.

Indeed it was a day of joy for all, a day to show our love for the Nation.

Mrs. Pooja Anand
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Teachers live forever in the hea
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DON'T HATE IT - DEBATE IT
lnter-House Debate Competition

"Colm, open debate ond logical thought drive strength to
its m oxi m u m effe ctiv e n e ss."

Billy Corgan

A a"b^tu is a formal contest of argumentation in which

two opposing teams defend and attack a given
proposition. The Inter-House Debate Competition (Final)

of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri was held on the 3Oth

January,2OL7.

The first debate was between Rae House and Wintle House

for the 3'd and 4th position was held on 27th January,2O!7
(Topic : Television is an effective tool in developing the
minds of children for classes Vl to lX). The second debate
was Young v/s O'Connor House for the 1't and 2nd positions
(Topic : Peer pressure is more useful than harmful) was

held on the 30th Janu ary,2OI7 . The judges were Mr. Henry

Soggee (Head Master -The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri),
Mr. Gregory Belsher a nd Mrs. Pushpa Taode.

The house teachers and the English teachers had a tough
time short-listing the students as the number of good

speakers was too large. Both the teachers and students left
no stone unturned and put in their mind, heart and soul
into training and practising.

Both the debates were well fought and it became difficult
to decide whether to support the teams in proposition or
opposition and to reach to a consensus. The judges had a

tough time as all the participants were thoroughly
prepared and put forth their arguments very convincingly.
They appreciated the efforts put up by the participants.
The young debaters were also given some important tips
on how to improve their debating skills.

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL. UNDRI

o'coNNoR
l

YOUNG

WINTLE

Arya Wadwani, Udeet Mittal

Vaidehi Patel, Sachin Bhadang

66

The best speaker : Arya Wadwani

The best supporting speaker : Udeet Mittal

It was indeed a pleasure to see and hear these budding debaters speak with such confidence, conviction and poise.

Ms P. Kadam

Result of the Debate:
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ORATORS OF THE MORROW
Inter House English Elocurion
'Poetry is the language in which man explores
his own amazement."

Elocution is the ability to communicate with

others through correct speech and gestures.

With this goal in mind the Inter House Elocution
competition for classes lll to X was held in the
month of September. Students were given their
Elocution pieces in advance and under the
guidance of their House teachers were trained
to deliver their pieces with confidence and in a
convincing manner.

Participants were seen busy giving the final
touches to their pieces. There was great
enthusiasm and zeal among the participants and

they were well prepared to display their oratory
skills. Participants of classes lll to Vll recited
poems while classes Vlll and lX were given prose
pieces and class X students were given drama
pieces.

Students were judged on the basis of their
a rticu lation, en u nciation, pron u nciation, cla rity,
diction, presentation and expression. The
students had worked hard and gave their best.

The result of the different classes were as

follows:

lll & lV- Youngand O'Connor House

V& Vl -Young House

VlltoX-Wintle House

English Department
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KNOWLEDGE EXPLOSION
Inter House Quiz Competition
la
Zntelligence, Alertness and Precision' are the qualities that

make a quiz star a winner. The Inter- House Quiz Competition
2OL6-17 for classes l-X was conducted from 26th to the 29th of
September, 2016.Prior to the Competition, a preliminary
round was conducted to give every child a fair chance to qualify
for the quiz. As is the tradition, the programme commenced
with a short prayer. The contestants from the four houses were
allgeared to give their best.

There was a wide range of rounds based on Current Affairs,
Science, Sports (Rio Olympics), Subject- oriented, Movies,
Audio-Video based questions, Indian Culture, Personalities,
the wrath of Mother Nature, Crossword, Rapid fire etc. The
quiz masters explained the rules of the quiz in general and for
each of the rounds respectively.

The quiz showcased the students'ability to exhibit their wealth
of knowledge. Some questions were thrown open to the
audience as well and the correct answers were rewarded. This

kept them involved and added on to the fun and excitement. lt
was a close fight between the four teams. lt imparted
knowledge to everyone present in a fun way and was highly
appreciated by all the students present and helped them
immensely to gain knowledge. The standard and quality of the
quizzing was nothing short of excellence for all classes.

The result of the different groups were as follows:

t-tl

ilt-tv

V-VII

vilt-x

Wintle

Wintle

Nesha Jain, Neel Desai,

Rajat Dhamal

Siddharth Singhi,
Ansruta Ghosh,
Deveshraj Singh

A. Dagale,

Mahek Maheshwari,
Ayush Sinha

Naman Chaturvedi,
Aditya Nayak,

Shaurya Banerjee

QUIZ DEPARTMENT
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INTER HOUSE HINDI ELOCUTION

!{rnar,the National language of lndia connects people in

this very diverse country of ours. Keeping this in mind, the

lnter Hindi Elocution competition was held.

Classes I to lV had an inter class competition whereas

classes V to lX had an inter house competition. All the

students were judged on the same criteria i.e. presentation,

enunciation, choice of poem and modulation of voice.

The result of classes I to lV are as follows:-

Class l- PehelWadhwani

Class ll - Saiveeksha Balimidi

Class lll-Anuj Satav

Class lV-Aryan Umdekar

The results of classes V & Vl are as follows-

First house-O'connor

Overall best speaker-Ritu Wadekar (Wintle House)

Krupa Davale (O'connor House)

The results of classes Vllto lX are as follows-

First house-O' connor & Young

Overall Best Speaker-Aarya Jadhwani (O' connor House)

HindiDepartment
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MUSICAL MELANGE
Inter House Singing Competition

"Muriris the movement of sound to reach the soul for

the education of its virtue"

October brought in another much awaited event of the
year "The Inter- House Singing Competition" which was

held on 7th October; an evening of music and singing.

It called for great effort and preparation with the House

teachers along with the Music teachers playing pivotal

roles in this event, leaving no stone unturned to make it an

ever memorable occasion.

House teachers confidently rose to the occasion to
eventually streamline the event with crisp selection of
songs and vocals that best suited the evening leaving the

audience mesmerized and once again setting a benchmark

forwhich Bishop's Undri, iswell-known.

The Competition was divided into four categories:

. Test Piece

. Junior Group Song

. Senior Group Song

. Solo/ Duet/Trio

From the four categories, The Test Piece was "He Leadeth

Me"

Music was in the air forthe entire evening, it was fascinating

to witness all the four Houses put up magnificent
performances and each one was outstanding, and kept the
audience enthralled.

CEO's choice of song was selected by Pas.Smokey James, a

recap of the Wintle house song "You're my favourite star"

which won the first place in the Solo/Duet/Trio Category.

This Year's Singing Competition featured an additional

category and that was the Regional Songs being sung in

different languages like Bengali, Nepali and Konkaniwhich

were not judged but were for pure entertainment. The

music was foot tapping and enjoyed by all.

It was a closely contested event and allthe four houses had

put up their best, but Alas ! The winner takes it all and it was

none other than the Wintle House that took the honours.

bagging the Overalltrophy for this year.

O'Connor House was exceptional and won the best

costume award. The winner of the Test piece was the

O'Connor house.

All good things come to an end and that was evident in the

I nter-House Singi ng fu nction.

The trophies were awarded to the winners by our special

invitees and judges.

The musical evening concluded with the Vote of thanks by

Mrs.R.Alex appreciating the efforts put in by the staff and

the students in making the event a grand success.

Mrs. Sophia Fernandes
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BISHOP'S CHAMPS
Annual Sports Day

On 19th November 2016, The Bishop's Co - Ed School,

Undri had its 11th AnnualSports meet and P. T Display.The

Chief Guest was Rev. Fr. Andrew Fernandes, Principal of St.

Vincent's High school, Camp.

The meet started with the lighting of the Ceremonial

Torch. The campus thundered with applause as the events

began with the March Past of the four houses (O'Connor,

Rae, Wintle and Young) led by their respective captains

and vice captains. The march past was followed bythe oath

taking ceremony which was led by the Head Boy, Nirmit
Ghughu. After which the Chief Guest was introduced and

invited to declare the meet open.

The meet started off with athletic events, These were
conducted division wise for boys as well as girls. There was

6ry.&

#

a wonderful PT display by the senior students titled '

Aerobics '. The most interesting and entertaining part was

the 'Parents Race' in which most of the parents
participated enthusiastically followed by support staff
race. Invitational School Relay and Staff relay was at the
end of all track and field events.

The closing march past by the house contingents followed

the PJ drill which brought us to the most awaited part of
the Sports Meet i.e. the prize distribution ceremony. The

trophies were received by the students for their
performances from the chief guest as well as parents

amidst thunderous applause and cheer.
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Best Athlete

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

March Past

Position House

WINTLE

o'coNNoR
YOUNG

Towards the end Rev. Fr. Andrew Fernandes delivered a

speech and also congratulated the students & P.T

Department for the excellent standard of performance

and competition. The meet closed with the lowering of the
flag which was further handed over to the Sports Secretary
for safe keeping.

Melroy Fernandes

Sports Secretary

.fl
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RAE
Boys: Bhavin Oswal

Girls:SejalAhir
ill

Boys:Tejas Bajwa

Girls: Prajakta Bose
IV

Div lV Boys:Armaan Kutty

Girls: Deanne Mascarenhas

Fastest Runner Of The Meet

Boys: Snehal Sagun

Saiyukta Nimbalakar
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The Grandmasters
lnter-House Chess Tournament
"That's what Chess is all about, One day you teach a lesson to
your opponent, the next day he teaches you another."

This year; the tournament boasted of a fewJunior Grandmasters

In the Under-1"2 Boys & Girls categories, which led to couple of
ouick draws.

The matches were conducted in the Under-12, 1-4 & 1,6 categories

for Boys & Girls. A few upcoming talented players who surprised

one and allwere:

Under-12 Abhimanya Gupta

SamruddhiTiwary

Under-14 Shravan Chandrachud

lshita Ramdasi

Overall result of the tournament

RAE HOUSE - 27 pts - lstPlace
O'CONNORHOUSE - 24pts - 2nd Place

YOUNG HOUSE

WINTLE HOUSE

- 22 pts - 3rd Place

- 16 pts - 4th Place

Melroy Fernandes

Sports Secretary
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SMASH IT !
Inter House Table Tennis Tournament
((Tabletennis 

is like an atom. To the ignorant, it is merely

microscopic and insignificant in existence but to the
dedicated, it is intricate in design and the balloting block to
everything we know "

Matt Hetherington

The selection for the Tournament started on the 3l-'t of July

and ended on the 08th Aug 201.6

There were two categories for the Table Tennis

Tourna ment 201,6-20L7 -
Juniors under 14 boys

Seniors under 15 boys

Sportsmanship is knowing that it is a game, that we are

only as good as our opponents and whether you will or
lose, to always give 1-00 percent

YOUNG

o'coNNoR

WINTLE

RAE

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Mr. P. Thorat

07

03

05

01

The final point tally is as under -
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following categories :

L. Best Loser (Junior) - {Girls)

2. Best Boxer (Junior)- (Girls)

3. Best Loser (Senior)- (Girls)

4. Best Boxer (Senior)- (Girls)

5. Best Loser (Junior)- (Boys )

6. Best Boxer (Junior)- (Boys)

7. Best Loser (Senior)- (Boys)

8. Best Boxer (Senior)- (Boys)

9. Rookie ofthe Year- (Boys)

10. Rookie of the Year - (Girls)

11". Principal's Special Prize for the Most Scientific Boxer

(Boy) : Hrushikesh Gaikwad

1"2. Principal's Special Prize for the Most Scientific Boxer

(cirl) : Tezalpreet Dhanju

Melroy Fernandes

sports secretary

AditiKhole

Foram Contractor

Supriti Kartar

Joshita Das

Anas Pansare

Aman Qureshi

Yahyaa Shaikh

Atharva Kulkarni

Henthoisana Rajkumar

Aneri Patel

FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY STING LIKE A BEE
Inter House Boxing Competition

The 6thlnter House Boxing Competition commenced on
Special Prizes were also awarded to the boxers for the

the 20th September 201"6 for a period of 5 days. The

preliminary rounds saw a rise in the number of Boxers

along with first timers from class 6th. There was keen

competition among the Boxers who gave their very best.

The Chief Guest Mr. F. Freese along with our Headmaster

Mr. H. Soggee gave away the prizes. lt was indeed a

momentous evening.

RESULTS

Wintle House won the Inter-House Boxing Competition

with a tally of 102 points.

Young House was the runner up with 74 points.

Rae House stood third with 68 points

O'Connor House stood fourth with 52 points.
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LIFE'S A PITCH
T - 20 Cricket Tournament
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GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
Inter-House Vollevball Tournament

ffre lnter-House Volleyball Tournament was held in the month of February 2017 for Boys in the Under-l-6 category. The

matches were conducted following proper rules and regulations of the game. The boys played enthusiastically, and gave

their best to reoresent their Houses.

Final result

Team Points Positions

O'connor 07

Rae 03 ill

Wintle 05 tl

Young 01 IV

Ms. D. Jamatia
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RUN LIKE THE WIND
Long Distance Run

LongDistance Run was introduced as a punishment where prisoners were sentenced to a borstal (Approved school). lt
soon turned out to be a sport and it was introduced in the Olympics for the first time in the year 1896 for men. Nearly
ninety years later, the women's event was added to the programme at the 1984 Olympics.

Our school introduced Long Distance Run for the Under-14 and Under-16 Categories for Boys and Girls in the year 2014.
Eversince it has become an annual event.

The Year 201'6-2017 saw a rise in the number of participants. The following were the winners in their respective age
groups::

SIDDHANT NEVALKAR 5min 26sec

PRANSHU SOMANI 5min 28sec

VANSH RANAWAT 5min 29sec

AVNI APTE

NANDANA SAILESH 6min 39sec

SANGRAM KONDHALKAR 15min Llsec

AYUSH KAYANDE L5min 35sec

SEJAL AHIR WINTLE

VANKSHA SHRIVASTAVA

SAKSHITOKE
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SLAM DUNK
lnter-House Basketball Tournament

Gasketball was invented by Dr. James in the year 1891 in

U.S.A.

Basketball is a game that helps athletes to focus on skills

like Passing, Dribbling and Shooting .lt is a sport in which
there is a lot of co-ordination between the hand and the
eyes. lt is one ofthefastestgames of the modern times.

The girls looked very excited to play the game of
Basketball. lt was a tournament that would help the girls

prepare themselves for the Inter-School Anglo's

tournament which was to be held at Nasik . lt helped to
increase their flexibility, strength, endurance and prepare

them both mentally and physically.

The Inter-House matches took place between O'Conno;
Rae, Wintle and Young Houses respectively.

Overall Final result

No Name of the House Junior Senior Total Position

T Wintle 09 09 1_B I

2 Rae 03 06 09 ti

3 O'Connor 06 00 06 ill

4 Young 00 03 03 IV

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
Inter-House Football Tournament
football,as we all know is a sport that is famous in the world. Most of our youngsters enjoy this sport and therefore in

order to encourage this sport among our students at the Bishop's school Undri, every year we conduct Inter-House

FootballTournament.

This year the Inter-House FootballTournament was held from 6th June to 30th June 20L6 wherein students from classes lV

to lX undergoing a selection process, in which players were selected from their respective houses and teams were formed

accordingly. The selection process was followed by thorough training and practice sessions.

The matches were conducted on a league basis UNDER-1,2, UNDER-14 and UNDER-16 categories. The game was played on

a limited time i.e. 20-10-20 min for under-12, 25-tA-25 for under-].4 and 30-10-30 for under-L6 category. Allthe matches

were conducted in a professional mannerwith a well-equipped field and good footballequipment.

All the matches were well conducted by the four houses who put in their best on field keeping up the true spirit of
sportsmanship. Every player performed to the best of his ability. A number of players showcased their individualtalents
which left spectators spell bound.

The final result of the Tournament are as follows:

Our gratitude to the Headmaster for his guidance, our game Secretary, the housemasters our school PJ.l's for their
constant help and to the support staff who have put in a lot of hard work.
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NAME OF THE HOUSES

O'CONNER

RAE

WINTLE

YOUNG

Overall Final result

SUB JUNIORS JUNIORS

04 02

04 05

01

07

02

05

SENIORS

07

04

00

05

TOTAL

1.3

13

03

17
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TEAM DREAM
Inter-House Throwball Tournament
Throwball is an enjoyable game. Selections were
conducted for the Under-16 category and students who

were good in skills and techniques were selected to
represent their respected houses. The matches were held

in the mid week of November on a league basis.

The following girls executed good talent and skill to the

best of their ability.

Riya Kumar

Akshita Jaiswal

Mahek Madre

Shubhra Jain

Aarya Abraham

Durga Shewale

Ms. D.Jamatia

P.T.t.

- Rae

- Rae

- O'Connor

- Young

- O'Connor

- O'Connor

Final Result

House Point Positions

O'connor 03 ill

Rae 03 ill

Wintle 06 tl

Young 09 I
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brove squirrel

W

BUDDING WRITERS FROM
THE JUNIOR SECTION

A Good Deed for the Day

A boby bird fell down from o tree,

He hadn't leornt to fly.
A Squirrel scampered up to see,

lf he could help, or at least, try.

"Climb on my back, little bird," he soid.

'And cling on very tight.

t'll take you safely; look ahead;

Everything will be right."
The boby bird wos safe in its nest.

After his pigsy - bock run ond our

went for o rest,

His good deed for the day wos

done.

Drishti Ajwani 1 E

My Best Friend

t have mony friends, but my best friend is Mitoli. She is

my neighbor. She is 9 yeors old ond studies in class 2

Mitoli is very kind ond friendly. She loves to tolk. Hence

she hos mony friends.

Mitali is toll ond has long hair. She likes to ploy

bodminton ond olso likes to read books. Sometimes

she reods stories to me. She is frightened to reqd

horror stories.

We often go to the gorden together. We tell iokes, play

gomes and sometimes we olso fight, but

we olso make up soon. She teoches me to

remain calm ond not get angry. l'm hoppy

to hove o friend like Mitali

JanhaviJain 2 F

How the Peacock got a Tail

Once upon o time, in o far oway forest, otl the birds had beoutiful tails except for the Peocock, Who hod no toil ot oll.

None of the animals could differentiote between the peocock and the peahen.

The Peocock wos very sad about this

One beautiful morning, God came to Edrth. He saw the poor peocock sobbing loudly. He asked the bird " Deor

Peocock, why ore you sobbing ? Are you not hoppy with this plonet that t hove creoted for you to live in ? " Oh, my

Lord! Give me some comfort! Every bird teoses me obout not hoving a toil. I dm so ashomed of wolking in front of

other birds ond onimals," the Peacock soid and burst into teors. " Okay, now, I don't feel hqppy to see someone

feeling sod. Pleose stop crying," he replied. He went bock to heoven and discussed with the other gods. They

discussed among themselves and decided to give the Peacock o new toil.

They took the colors from the roinbow ond presented the peacock with a new toil. The peacock wos very thankful.

"Thonk you for giving me such a colourfultail," he said. But t have a smoll request. "What is it, my child?" God asked.

"Pleose do not give this tail to onyone else. Let me remoin unique." "Yes, but on one condition " God replied "
Whenever the clouds, the skies and the surroundings turn grey , you will have to spread your toil like o fon and shore

the colours with the world."

"lwill, Iwill," the peacock ogreed.

And from that doy, he got a beautifultailond danced, spreoding it like o fan wheneverthe rains come.

Ansruta Ghosh 4 A
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My Doll

I have o chorming little doll

Her name is Rose to call
She has curly brown hoir

Her skin is so fair
She weors on her heod a cap

Looks beautiful when

I put her in my lop

Alwoys for her dresses core

Everything with her, I shore

Her hoir is very long

She can olso sing o song

I feel proud when the
Beouty of my doll

Friends admire
To have one like mine

They also desire

She hos beautiful big eyes

And she never cries

I love my doll

Tanisha Yadav 1 A

My Father

I love my father very much

lfeel happy with his touch

He is as sweet os creom.

He loves me and I love him.

He buys me everything I need!
Hmm........lndeed!

He is a best example of o humon

being.

lcoll him'Dad'.
He is the best person

in my life

I am hoppy to hove

him as my dod.

Aaditya Laddha 2 A W

My Mother

My Mother my Life

You ore the only friend
Throughout my life

When I need some help, I know
You are alwoys there for me

I feel sofe when

You are with me

You olways bring me lots of joy
You are my Santa Claus

xi:,':i;Iy"" ffi
Tanvi Bhapkar 1 B

My Friendship with my Friend
My friend is very loving ond coring. She is my best friend. Whenever I need
her she is there for me. Sometimes she mokes me lough. Sometimes she

mokes me cry. She is the best girl in the closs. She olways does what t soy, ond
I always follow whot she says. My mother soys, "Best friends will alwoys be

with you to shore good times and stand by you to help you."

Friendship is obout hoving wonderful moments with friends
ond sticking tothem no matterwhatyou do or what goes on.

Aditi Vadhakar 3 B

Save the Green Earth
God created this whole wonderfulworld He made it beoutiful, happy and green. There were lorge green fietds with
grass ond colorfulflowers. Then God mode birds ond onimols to live in the meodow and the fields the woods and the
forest. Afterthat God creoted Man to take care of His beoutiful creation.

But then God had some doubt in his mind. He wondered if Mon would reolly take good core of His creotion So He
worned Mon, "You must keep the eorth ds beautiful as t have created it, Do not commit any sin when you go to Eorth
or as a punishment the Earth will lose its beouty ond will turn into a vast desert. Soon Mon forgot God's
worning. He storted stealing, lying and committing sins. 5o Earth turned into a vost desert. But when
Man realized his mistake then God forgove him that is why there is still some greenery left on the Earth.

Arya Dinesh Patel 4 F
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Plants
The Former plonts the seed,

The Farmer plonts the seed,

Hi, Ho, o cherry ho!

The Farmer plants the seed.

The Sun begins to shine,

The Plants begin
to grow,

And the flowers
smile at me.

HetviOswal2 D

Ptzza

I love Pizza

I like cheese Pizzo, Veggie Pizzo.

Whenever I celebrote my Birthdoy

lwont Pizza !

Whether it's a Exotico or o Margarito.

I am just tempted to hove it.

My Friends olso enjoy

Such a delicious Pizzo!

My Mother soys'No'to Pizzo and I say

'Yes'to Pizzo

Finally She qllows me to hove it.

Because She knows'l Love Pizzo'.

Becouse she knows'l Love

Pizzo'.

Manjiri Pagrut 1C

Oh!Sweet Penguin

Penguin, Penguin, Penguin !

You are so sweet!

lf I ever, ever meet you,

I shall give you o treot!

When you come to my house,

You must olso bring your spouse.

There I sholl show you my

school,

And a greot big pool.

Then you con take a splosh,

And click o pic with o flosh,
Peng ui n, Pengui n, Pengui n !

You are so sweet

lf I ever, ever meet

YOU,

I sholl give you o

TREAT !

Ansruta Ghosh 4 A

The Difference God

Makes In my Life

I got up early one morning

And I storted the doy;

I hqd so much to occomplish

That I didn't toke time to pray.

Problems just tumbled obout me

And heovier came each task;

'Why doesn't God help me?",

lwondered
He onswered, " You didn't ask."

I wonted to see joy ond beauty

But the day toiled on,

grey and bleok;

I wondered why God

didn't show me.

He Said: "But you didn't seek."

I tried to come into God's presence

I used qll my keys at the lock.

God gently ond lovingly chided

"My Child, you didn't knock."

I woke up early this morning,

And paused before

entering the doy;

I hod so much to accomplish

That I had to take

time to proy.

Angel Fernandes 2 G

The Story of a girl who hated School

Once upon o time, there was a little girl nomed Elso. She did not like school and

she alwoys cried in the school. "l hote school", she soid to her mother. But her

Mother olwoys sent her to school, soying School wos good for her. There wos

so much for herto leorn.

At School, oll herfriendsteased her os she alwoys cried. The more she cried the

more they teosed ond loughed ot her. This made her cry even more.

Then one doy, don't know why, Elsa did not cry. She sat quietly in the class and

did her work. That day no one teosed or laughed at her. Elsa was happy.

The next doy, she smiled at her friends and they smiled bock'

Soon they were oll playing with her. Elso wos very happy. Now

she loved schooland she never missed a day ogoin.

Sarah Deokar 1 B
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Save The Girl Child
Let me Live

Let me bloom
Let me Shine

Like the beoutiful Moon.
Let me come and see this World
Let me fly like a beoutiful bird.

Don't be cruel
oh Selfish!

Let me swim like the colourfulfish.
Listen to my cry

Listen to my scream

Let me fulfill
Allmy dreams

Let me see this beoutiful

earth.

Pleose don't kill me

Before my birth.
Naisha Kumar 2 D

Save the Tiger
This is o fable you must heor,

Of o cub who has no fear,
He himself tells this story os o port of his life,

It oppeors his short life turned into a blunt knife.

"l am the cub of the King of the forest,
I used to ploy with my dad

And when tired would rest.

We used to ploy Hide ond Seek, ond sometimes fight.
And I used to rest in his shodow

During bright day light,

But one doy, you humans came,

That day is still os a photo frome,
Carrying o three foot long pipe thing,

Hoving o hole in front like o ring,

Suddenly something come out of it,

With o thud, ond my father fell in
The river of his own blood.

As you come I fled into my den,

And you carried my father down

The forest lone, I think you must

Have token him

And one doy you would come to me

And tell, thot I could ploy with my dad ogoin,

you must be living with your family now ond then.

But when will I be oble to meet my father again?

It's been six months you have taken him away from me.

I hope you will come back soon ond set him free".
But olas! The cub is unawore, of the inhuman octs,

Without ony feeling or tear.

As his father hangs on the wall,

Of a rich mon's huge holl,

And the cub alone and sod.

But he still trusts every summer ond rain,

Thot he will rest in his dod's shadow once agoin,

once ogain..

BhoomiSheth 4 A

School Rules
Come to School on Time, Go to play on time,
Do not throw paper on the ground Come

to School fresh ond sound.
Wish oll the Teachers whom you meet
Do your home work , alwoys
be neot.
Follow strictly oll these rules
lf you wont to be a part of
your school.

Aarna Agarwal 1 C

WELCOME TO OUR HOME
Within these wolls is warmth ond love,
And when you step inside, you'll find

Some huge hugs, some friendly smiles,
And orms that open wide,

You'll find o chance to be yourself
as well as family.

A Place of loughter, work,
Fun you'll fit in pretty well!

Gzifa Sarang 3 B
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child Labour

Chitd Lobour has been on internotionol concern because it domages, spoils and destroys the future of

children. The problem of chitd labour is o serious matter not only in tndia but olso in other developing

countries. lt is o greot social problem. Children are the hope and future of o nation. Yet there are millions

of deprived children in our country who have never experienced normol carefree childhood. The low on

tndian soil says that ony chitd betow the age of L4 connot be employed in o factory, office or restourant. ln

foct tndio,s internotional business has been severely offected in mony cases because of child labour ond

violation of human rights, has been diserved in some stqge or the other like monufacturing pockaging

ond transport of those items. And in o large number of cases of export of reody mode gorments, sea-food

and severol other items from tndia. There has been reject on grounds of child lobour being used. Truly

speaking child lobour is f requently utilized in tndio in vorious places of production ond services, eg:- smoll

scole industries, restouront service, domestic aid, shopkeeper's ossistant, stone breaking book binding ,

fireworks industries in foct every house hotd industry children ore employed ond olso face severol health

issues.

Mony of the children hove died due to fire mishaps in such industries, Causes of child lobour include, to

merge in or increose the income of o poor fomity ond to reduce the lobour cost in o production

orgonization, os child labour is cheap'

Sol utio ns To Child La bou r

. The Child labour lows need to be strictly enforced by the Government.

. The Generol public need to be mqde owore of the serve consequences of child lobour

An increase in employment opportunity for odutts would help in overcoming the problem of poverty

ond child labour.

Government should ensure thot every child gets on opportunity to go to school ond the owners of the

tndustries and mines should toke the ptedge of not engoging children in their ploce of business

Mony NGO'S are working relentlessly to rescue such child lobourers ond ensuring that the children to

undergo primory schooling. We should strive to ban child lobour ond provide

education to such deprived children who ore the future of our country.

Aditya Halli9 A
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BUDDING WRITERS FROM
THE SENIOR SECTIONS

The ?astor
A member of o c'ertoin church, who wos regulor ot service, suddenty stopped going. Afew weeks !oter, the
postor decided to visit him. The pastor found the man alone at home, sitting before a blozing fire. The

mon welcomed him ond led him to a big choir neor the fireploce and waited. The postor soid nothing. A
Few minutes loter, he took the tongs, picked up o brightty glowing ember ond kept it oside. He sat bock.
The host wotched in foscination soon, the lone ember wos cold ond deod. Not a single word hod been
uttered since thet initial greeting. Just before leaving, the pastor placed the ember back into thefireplace.
lnstontly, the enber begon to glow once again. As the postor prepored to leove, the host said, "Thonk you
so much foryourvisit. I shall come bock to church next Sunday.,'

Hewhowalkswithwisemenwillbewise,butthecomponionoffootswiltsufferhorm proverblj:20.

TithiS. Mane 9 D

We oll know thot the |-itanic hit on iceberg ot 11:40 pm on the night of Aprit L4 i-gi-2 ond sank just over 2 ond a hotf
hours later. But did yo'u know there were three ships nearby when the Titonic sonk! One of them was known as the
SAMPSON. ltwos 7 miles awoy from the Titonic and they sow white flores signalting donger, but becouse the crew
hod been hunting seals illegally ond didn't wont to get cought, they turned in the opposite direction and drifted
away from the Titanic" This ship represents many people like us who are so busy tooking inward dt our own lives
that we con't recognize when someone else is in need.

The next ship was the TiALtFORNtAN, this ship wos only 14 miles awoy from the Titanic, but because the conditions
weren't fovoroble ond it wos dork, the captoin of the ship decided to go back to bed and wait until the next
morning. The crew trietd to convince themselves thot nothing was hoppening. This ship represents those of us who
often soy- "lcon't do onything now the conditions aren't rightfor it." And so we woit untitthe condition are perfect
before going out.

The last ship wos the CARPATHTA. This ship was actually heading in on opposite direction about 5g miles owoy
from the Titonic' when they heard distress cries over the radio, the captain of the ship knelt down ond prayed to
God for direction and then turned the ship oround ond went fult speed ohead through the ice fietds. This wos the
ship that soved 705 sut'vivors of the Titanic Morol abstacles and reasons to avoid responsibilities
sholl always be there, but those who occept it, alwoys find o place in the hearts of the people and
are remembered for the good they do.

I reolly wish thot more of us could be CARPATHTANS in life, untike SAMpSONs and CALTFORNTANS;
ond this world could be,a more beoutiful ptace to live in .

Tanya Jagavkar 8 A
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bones, *hey do bteak heat*s.
tn the course of life, sometimes being too frustrated, we lose control over our tongue ond soy

onything and everything thot comes to our mind, whether good or bod. Speoking something good can

moke one's doy white harsh words can spoil one's day - hurting his / her emotions, which is likely to make

one upsetfor quite some time.

Like all others, ttoo had been a little too horsh with one of my very close f riends, with no intention of

doing so. At school, one cheerful spring morning, (during the recess) it seemed thot I was the only one

with a weary foce qnd o bod mood. Att the others were quite hoppy.The chirping birds odded to this

happy environment.

Looking bock, t could not hetp it. t was studying till lote the previous night; got up late, missed my

breokfost ond also my bus ond had to run to getto schoolon time. Being punished during assembly odded

to my bod mood. During the recess, altthe kids were enjoying their snocks. Not having had my breakfost, I

was walking to my group, with a growling stomoch. Suddenly t got o pat on my left shoulder and being o

bit obsent - minded, I almost stumbled ond my box of snocks fell to the ground ond scottered all over. I

looked backwith irritation, only to find my friend, Pujd, stonding right behind me with on apologetic face.

Her apologetic face did not do her any good as ! wos not in a mood to listen to her explonation or

forgive her. So before she could say onything, t exploded with all my occumulated anger and shouted ot

her, using all sorts of harsh words. Then picking up my box, I leftthe scene. Loter that doy she tried to have

o conversation with me but t did not allow her to do so. After school I went home to find my all - time

favorite - curry ond rice - ond olso my mother awoiting me ot the dining table. Afier o soul - satisfying

meol, I got on with my homework and the other activities of the day, completely forgetting about all thot

hod ho p pe ned with my f riend.

I went to bed eorly thot night. tn bed, while recalling the events of the doy, I remembered my friend

and realized thot she hod not done it intentionatty ond olso thought thot t should not hove been so harsh

with her. So t made up my mind to apo!ogize to her as soon os I reoched schoolthe next doy.

At school, the next morning, t reoched early and had enough time to have a conversotion with her.

Gothering alt my strength, t opprooched her ond opologized. When she come to know the cause of my

harsh behavior, she calmly said," lt happens". And I wos so glad to hear thot. Then she olso told me how

much my words hod hurt her. She had been thinking ott night about what had provoked me to behave like

that. On listening to her, ! realized thot harsh words, even if not spoken intentionally ond do no horm to

ony one physicolly, do break their hearts. I also realized I was on the verge of losing o very

dear friend and t thonked God for not letting anything like that hoppen. I also proyed to

him to help me control mY onger'

So folks, controlyour onger, control your tongue and lead o heolthy ond normal life.
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When my doy is drowing to o tiring close after hoving juiced out every opportunity of fun att doy through
school hours qnd right until my friends trod home after o late evening game of cricket or footbatt. lfind mysetf scooting
home with a miroculous boost of energy for t know the day has one tast gifi of joy in storefor me before tgo to bed.

I zip through my bothing, dinner ond homework routines and then my sister, my pet dog and mysetf titeralty
fly ocross the flight of stairs to the cool terroce obove us. Then, in an instant we find ourselves in another reolm. The sky
honging above us is so breath-taking- o spectqcle thot never diminishes in beauty no malter how mony times I greet it!

All the worldly sounds and memories ebb in the wske of such beauty. A bittion stars shining down, sporkling
ond twinkling, eoch seemingly fighting for my ottention. t enjoy identifying the different planets and the few
constellqtions that I know. Could there be some intelligent tife up there storing back at our planet? My favourite sight is
the constellation of Orion where I trqce the red giant stor Betelgeuse ond the brilliont blue giont Riget. Every now ond
then I get to moke o wish as a shooting stor whips across the sky. tt sets my pulse rocing. My pet dog too seems to love
them os he olwoys ttorks loudly when he notices one. Once in q while a portion of the sky erupts in o glorious burst of
colours somebody, somewhere celebrating on onniversqry or wedding with fireworks perhaps.
Everyday we notice something unique, sometimes it is the huge fult-moon or sometimes it's the
woy the clouds light up in the moonlight.

No matter how exciting or successful my day moy turn out. tt is those lqst moments of the
doy under the Sky ot Night thot fills my soul till I drift into a peaceful sleep. Thank you God for these
gifts you give.

Hayden Mascarenhas 10 E

Famous Failutes
Failure, or foiling ot something, is a port of life. You learn from your mistakes and your failures, qnd use

them os stepping stones to achieve success ond greotness. ln other words, foilure is a greot teacher, one of the best,
in foct.

Even successful ond famous people - hove experienced foilure and the disoppointment thst comes many
times in their life. How they chose to deol with their faitures is whot made them successful, and got them to where
they ore todoy. oprcrh Winf rey wos told that she wos unfit for TV. oproh of course then went on to conquer TV, ond is
todoy known asthe 

'queen of television tolk-show.
You moy be surprised to know thot Steve Jobs -the mon who hos mqde Apple into one of the most

successful and riche'st componies in the world, wos also unceremoniously removed from Apple, the company he
founded, when he wos 30. This is what he soid obout his foiture. "t didn't see it then, but it turned out that getting
fired from Apple wos the best thing thqt could hqve ever hoppened to me. The heaviness of being successful was
reploced by the light:ness of being o beginner ogain, less sure about everything. tt freed me to enter one of the most
creative periods of nty life."

Similarly, Walt Disney wos fired by a newspaper editor becquse he "locked imoginotion and had no good
ideos." He was olso a foiled businessmon. He then went on to creqte Disney Lond ond Mickey Mouse, qnd the rest, os
they soV is history. lf there's one thing thot the stories qbove teqch us, it's thot it is all obout how
bodly you wont something and how you reoct to failure, disoppointments and rejection. For me,
it's how you dealwit'h failure that defines who you really ore. A. P. I Abdut Kslam hos chonqed the
definition of foiling l: A I L means "First ottempt in leorning.',

Thus lwould like to conclude by o quote by Confucius "Greotness is not ochieved by never
foiling but by rising eoch time we foll."

1.02
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4 Fabrica*ed Story
Professor Lincoln wos o part of the foculty at the University of Cambridqe. One autumn morning, the

regular lectures were Professor Lincoln wos toking his first lecture of the doy. He hod four more lectures

remoining for the day. While the lecture wos in progress, someone whistled where the professor wos

writing something on the block board. The professor turned oround ond asked, "Who whistled just

now?" No one replied. Getting no reply, the professor said," Okay fine. The class ends here. Soying this,

the professor started walking out of the closs.

But he stopped right in the doorwoy, turned around and focing the class, soid, There is quite some time

for the class to get over. We will not study ony further but I will tell you all o story. He come back and stood

on the plotform. He began his story.

One night, the professor was in his bed, trying to sleep, but wos unoble to sleep. So he decided to go for o

drive. lt was around eleven in the night. He set out in his cor ond wandered around oimlessly for some

time until he sow o girl in o blue top and jeons ond bollering slippers, walking down the rood. He guessed

that she must be returning from some porty. He offered her a lift. Their conversotion begon. Professor

Lincoln come to know obout her and her family. She lived with her parents and o younger brother who,

she soid studied at the Combridge University. Heoring this, the professor told her thot he too taught

there. They soon reached her home ond before getting off she requested him to toke care of her brother

ond guide him. So he asked her how would he recognize her brother. She soid that her brother hqd the

obility to whistle in a special way. And then she showed him how he whistled. She got off, thanked him

qnd he went home, to bed.

The class wos listening in the rapt attention. Now the professor said, " I om quite foscinoted to discover

thot the whistle we oll heard just a few seconds eorlier was just like the whistle girl had described. On

heoring this, all the students turned and looked at the boy who hod whistled. So ultimately, the boy wos

cought ond punished. The silence of the class did not help him.

And folks, guess whot- the story was a fobricated one !

Henceforth, no one dored to whistle or do any kind of mischief during Professor Lincoln's lectures. There

was obsolute decorum in his class ever since the " Fobricated Story " wostold.

Moral: The Truth alwoys comes out, no motter what hoppens.

Ragini Nayak 9 C
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There was o villoge named Colabine.

Where people lived os happy as sunshine.

No problems, no worries

It was like a lond of fairies.

The village did agriculture and poultry

Hence, no one required to go post the boundary

For trading, gentleman come in

Buying and selling was done within

Everyday there was o pleasant weather

And the breeze felt soft as feather

Everyone wos hoppy but one

He cloims thot he has problems like o tone

He looked at the sky ond proyed to God in shower

Soying, " lwant money and lwant power".

God looked down ot him all messed

"But child, you ore already blessed."

"lnstead of money my pocket has filthy worm,

I don't have dignity ond I am treoted os a worm."

God smiled but the humons look wos perplexed

The drizzling, had stopped ond the human wos vexed

God quoted, " Today you have money, tomorrow you don't

lf you are kind ond true, then you'll hove

Dignity or you won't.

Niharika Dhavale 9 D
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Where an I ?
My eyesfluttered open, I looked around ond wondered "where om I ?"

Out of the most things remember lost I don't remember I wos f rustrated with my family. I wos sick

and tired. I was being pestered everyday about the exoms that were approoching. So ...1 ron oway. tt wos

about one ot night, I jumped out of my room window. My room was situated on the Lst Floor of our

bungalow Outside my window is a cherry blossom tree which is quite sturdy so when ljumped t corefully

londed on one of the lower bronches and climbed down. I ran most of the woy to the rqilwqy station. I had

to wait for qlmost on hour there after buying o ticket. I was going to boord by 3 am. I plonned to go up

north, towards Delhi and hoped that there moy be o firm that would be kind enough to help a 2 j year old

lody like me. I hod my pdssport my visa ond qll other importont documents . I olso hod my debit cord ond

credit card. lf everything went according to my plan by December I would be in Canodo

My thoughts were interrupted by the qrrival of the train I found my seot ond sat down. After

sometime few men orrived and sat on the seot opposite mine,

They were drunk,

One of them started speaking to me. I ignored him, soon qll the men were speoking to me. One of
them even had the guts to try and sit beside me. I was supposed to get off at Delhi but I wanted to get

away from them, so I got off ot Joipur.. lt wos obout 8 in the morning. I ote in a dhabo which wos right

outside the station.

The next train for Delhi lefi at 9:30 am. I boarded the troin ond then, I don't remember so things

clearly. There wosthis boy Aryan. Who sat nextto me on ourway. We spoke and olter sometime lslept off.

After that, all I remember is geXing up in this Dark, Smelly ploce, possibly a factory ofter sometime I got

up and tried to find o woy to escape. There were no doorsthot I could spot in the dorkness.

It wos storting to get cold, "Wos it night ?" I wondered. Then suddenly out of nowhere cqme o

sound. lt grew louder and louder os the seconds ticked by. I tried to locate from where it was coming but it
wos all in voin until I heord q voice. lt was muffled ond seemed to be coming from above ond in the

darkness I heard a sound, like o bolt had snapped open.

I let out o scream ! A door ot the Top had opened and smacked me on my head and a boy

descended. lt was the same boy, Aryan. He greeted me with a smile, " Hi Meghne," " Slept well." I

continuedwithosenseofurgency"wehovetoleove."Whot?Where?Why?"IaskedHelookedamused

"Don'tyou remember, he soid, rolling his eyes

10s
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*atd wotk is *he key lo Success
We cannot achieve success in o doy. tt is a gradual process which involves hard work. You con ochieve

success only if you work hord and have the determination to do it. lt is often soid,'As you sow, so shollyou

reap", if you sow hard work you sholl reap success. This is the some in case of onts which ore so small yet

they work hord ond collect food oll summer so thot they can hove o peaceful and restful winter. Even

honeybees work hard, go from flower to flower in seorch of nector and after o lot of hord work they

produce honey. tn a student's life, it is very necessary thot the student works hord becouse only then he /
she can sure good marks.

lf we work hard towards o gool we can ochieve it. Working hard does not involve o doy's hord work but

constont hord work every doy. Had it not been for the hord work of Thomas Alva Edison, we would not

hove been enjoying the light bulb todoy. He foiled a number of times before he could

moke the electric bulb.

ln the end we con conclude thot success con conclude thot success can only come to

those who hove the determinotion to work hard ond achieve success.

Zahra Kothawala 9 C

btha* nakes all *he di(Fetence in Yout ellor+!
A giant ship engine failed. The ship owner tried one expert ofter another, but none of them could

figure out how tofixthe engine.

They then brought in an old mon who hod been fixing ships since he wos young. He corried o Iorge

bog of tools with him, and when he arrived, he immediately got on to work. He inspected the engine very

ca reful ly fro m top to boXom.

Some of the creco members were there watching this mon hoping to see him fix the argive. After

looking into things, the old man reoched into his bog and pulled out a smoll hammer. He gently tapped

something. lnstontly, the engine lurched into life. He corefully put his hammer owoy. The engine was fixed !

Aweek later, the owners received a billfrom the old man forten thousond dollors.

"Whot?!" the owner exclaimed. "He hordly did anything!"
So they wrote to the old mon d note, "Pleose send us on itemized bill.'
The mon sent a billthat reod:

Topping with o hammer....................... 5 2.00

Knowing where to tap.......... S 9,998.00

Effort is important, but knowing where to moke an effort makes oll the

difference !*
Yashika Bakhru 9 C
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4 Blessing in disguise
John was up on o lodder trying to get otthe offending shuttle - cock on the roof when he suddenly

felt the rung he was stonding on, give way under his foot. The next moment he fell heavily onto the

ground below.

He could not move his lefi leg. His brother came running to help him up. He tried to get up but

couldn't os refeltimmense poin in his left onkle. He must hove twisted it bodly when he fell.

Afew minutes loter when the poin hod lessened, John monoged to hobble into the house with the

help of his brother. His mother come ond opplied o cold compress to the poinful port. lt was olreody

beginning to swell. His mother soid, "Now you con't go to Singopore."

John's heart sonk. He was supposed to go on his first trip to Singopore. His uncle ond fomily there

had invited him over to spend the holidays with them His bus was due to arrive the next morning. ln his

condition he could not possibly go He had already bought the bus ticket He wondered whether he could

get a refund.

Oh well, John thought, he just had to telephone his uncle that he had twisted his onkle ond could

not make it to Singopore. He would to make the trip some other time. He felt disappointed for he was

looking forword to the trip for some time now

The next doy John's mother but o damaged ankle him to the hospitalto get his ankle examined.

The x-ray showed no bones broken. The doctor advised at least for six weeks ond the injury would heol

properly. John sighed os for the next six weeks he had to sit down and do nothing. What o woy it wos to

spend the holidoys ? All his plans for an enjoyable holiday were shottered by the rotten lodder. What o

lousy turn of events he thought. Sometimes life could be so unfair. For the rest of the doy,lohn just sat and

wotched his brothers and sisters play. He could hardly hobble withoutthe aid of a crutch.

Two doys after the occident, John got up from bed feeling a bit depressed. His ankle still hurt and

he could not do anything except sit oround and reod and reread the papers. He had never imogined how

hard it would be justto sit oround. It drove him crozy. Uttering o sigh he sot down on o choir

John's eyes wondered to the newspaper on the table in front of him. He picked it up and started reading

the heodlines. "Bus overturns, 1-0 DEAD , MANY INJURED.' Was sploshed ocross the front poge. Heodlines

Iike this oppeored almost daily, so it did not orouse any interest in him. However, he begon to reod the

story ofthe bus accident

As he read he felt goose groups rising on his skin. The more he read the more intense the feeling become.

My God, he thought. The bus described in the papers wos the bus he hod o ticket for !

lf he hod been on the bus he could hove been killed or injured. He was so glod thot he wos

not on the bus. Twisting his onkle wos not bad ofter oll. lt was actually a blessing in

disguise. He muttered o silent proyer of thanks.

L07
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Los* and Found
My mother had asked me to stoy at home and study wellfor my fost opprooching exams. My

parents had gone to visit our relatives in Mumbai. I was all alone ot home for the entire day. I tried my

level best but just could not concentrote on my studies with someone not yelling at me. Adding to this,

came my friend Rajesh's call. He urged me to come for the party that evening. I am an obedient child but

could not resist the thought of my friends, enjoying themselves in a party and me, studying at home. So, I

o cce pte d h i s i nv itoti o n.

We reoched the venue by six o'clock. There were mqny entertoinment programmes in the porty holl but

my mind wos stuck ot home. Even though I was physically present ot the porty, my thoughts were ot

home.. So, I informed my friends ond got back home. Just os I was about to open the door, I wos shocked

not to find the house key. Several thoughts sprung into my mind - did I drop it ot the porty or somewhere

on the way? I was boffled. For a moment, I did not know whot to do. I could not call my porents because

then I would get scolded thoroughly for going out to the porty without their permission. A little while

later, I tried to calm myself ond storted retrocing all I had done. First I hod mounted on my two-wheeler

so I checked in the storage spoce but no luck. On my way to the party, I had stopped ot on electronic store

to rechorge my mobile. So I went to thdt store ogoin ond enquired if they had found a bunch of keys

somewhere in the store. They soid they hod, I gave a sigh of relief but when they showed me the keys, I

became gloomy ogain becouse they were not mine.

My key choin had something else attached to it . So, my keys could not be found at the store. Now there

wos only one ploce left - the venue of the porty. When I reoched there, the porty wos no less than how it
had been when I left, rother it was more enthusiostic. I asked some people if they had seen the keys

somewhere. My friends were amused to see me there again. I explained to them how I had lost my keys

ond they ossisted me in seorching for them. However, the keys could not be found. As I was leaving the

venue, after thanking my friends for their efforts, my phone started ringing. lt wos my mother. I fell into a

dilemmo - should I disclose the problem to my mother or not? My mother asked me where I was. I

thought they must have reached back home ond would not found me there. Still taking o risk, I replied

thot I wos ot home. Then, my mother soid thot they would be lote ond osked me to hove my dinner ond go

to bed. But at that moment, I could not imagine the word 'Sleep'. As a last effort, I checked in my house

premises but the keys were nowhere to be found. I went ond sot on the stairs beside our door. I was reolly

angry and oshamed of myself. The ount living next door cqme out to osk whot had happened. I told her

thot I hod lost my house keys. On hearing this, she rushed back to her house ond came out in o while with

something in her hand. lt wos the keys thot I was seorching for. She soid thot it was I who had given it to

her thot morning .

Oh! How relieved lwos. The next day, I elaboroted the entire story to my parents. I did get

scolded o bit but more for forgeXing about the keys than going to the porty. This memory

can never leove me. This is often the cose with many people. We seorch the whole world

oround for something which is sometimes right under our nose.

108
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We had left Goo. We were on our woy to Pune. My cousins and I were engrossed in a game of

'Uno' ot the bqck of our car. lt wos neoring dusk. Soon, we storted rubbing our eyes ond yaw Ning.

Everybody wos secretly wishing to drop off to sleep, but nobody wonted to chicken out of our plon of

stoying up oll night. The main reoson we lounched this plon, was to enjoy the beoutiful scenery thot could

be viewed from our car window.

Soon, oll dropped off to sleep, oll plan forgotten. The only people awake ot the time included Aohono

Raghav ond l. All of A sudden, Aohana spotted stars, I closed my eyes and made o wish. When I opened

my eyes. Raghov merely chuckled ond teased, " Horini, you ore so nai've. There are no such things like

shooting stars. They're scientificolly colled meteorites." I shut him up, by throwing o book ot him. "Oh,

ol ri g ht, M r. Know - lt All."

'Anyone interested listening to music?" Roghav questioned, indicating the iPod in his honds.

"Why don't we play it on o high o volume, so that it is audible for three of us?" I soid, a mischievous smrik

blossoming on my foce. Next Raghav played o song that l'd never ever heard of, at such a hiqh volume,

that it wos painfully loud. My cousins, Anushq ond Piyush woke up with o start, and the looked startled.

Shortly, my father called from the driver's seat, saying that it would be wise for us to go to sleep. I opened

my mouth to oppose, but realizing how tired lwas, I decided notto.

I woke up to bright blinding lights, with a cast on my leg, in o room thqt I did not recognize as my own.

Itried to sit up, but when I did so, every fiber in my body throbbing, os if it were on fire. My mother seemed

to notice that I had regoined my consciousness, because she come up to me. Upon questioning, she

revealed that we had been victims of an accident. I urged her to continue, ond the incidentwent so.

We were olmost neoring Pune, but were slowed down by the presence of o tanker full of petroleum right

in f ront of us. We patiently waited and drove forward occording to the movement of the huge vehicle in

front of us. However the car behind us, wosn't bothered about the tonker's speed. lt overtook the vehicle

ot o shorp turning, cousing the two to collide ond resulted in o blast. My cor, which was olmost o

kilometer and half qwoy, was thrown off due to the impact, ond was completely damoged. However,

none of the members of my family were severely injured. My family members hod injuries such as burns

and scrapes, and I fractured leg.

When I finally recovered ond met my cousin Roghav, ltold him presumptuously, "You see Raghov, there

are things like shooting stors, becouse all I wished for wos to reoch home safely, ond here

we qre, experiencing on explosion, but sofe ond sound." And this stotement of mine, left

him speechless.
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D4D
Todoy on the occount of Fother's Day, I am indeed honored ond privileged to speak o few words

obout my beloved dad in front of my fellow friends ond relotives, Who is dad ? A boy's first hero ond o girl's

first love. A poem thot I hod composed for him long ogo but never hod the strong emotional heart to read it
outto him, but today I let it out. And yes the gentlemon I am referring to is right here amidst all of us.

God took the mojesty of a tree,

The wormth of summer sun,

The calm and quiet of o sea,

The generous soul of nature,

The Comforting orm of night,

The wisdom of ages,

The power of the eagle's flight
The joy oJ the mustard seed,

The depth of o family's need

Then God combined these qualities when there was nothing more to odd.

He knew his masterpiece is complete ond so he called him dad! Love you loods paa!

A few incidents l'd like to share to express my emotions to the mon of steel with a heart of gold. As said in

the poem, my dad has gathered allthe emotional strength of o mountain, becouse the day he lost his son,

not a teor rolled down from his eye, not o mourn from his soul, nor misery on his face, instead, divine

grotefulness and gracefulness to the soul that he hod loved for eighteen years from oll his heort: his son.

My dod is the pillar of strength and the corner of comfort for the entire fomillt; just os the strength oJ o

mountoin and mojesty of o tree, depth of a family's need. My dod hos alwarts sacrificed his joys for mine. He

hos used his town shoes for one more yeor so thot I can enjoy the luxury of new ones. He is the one who hos

toiled oll doy, foced the worst situations but at the end of the doy, when he returns home he is os calm as

the quiet seo. lt's rightly soid, behind o greot doughter there is o truly amozing dod. He is the one who

knows when to be strict ond when to be liberol. My dad is the one who stoys up with me all night during my

exams. My dad hos given me the greatest gifi anyone could ever give another person, he belived in me ! He

has got the wisdom of oges and tires to inculcate them into me. He is more like a friend than o dod since he

is the one who listens to my nonstop rubbish chotter. The list is endless; it con go n qnd on os the selfless

deeds done by my dod ore endless too. Nothing makes me feel stronger than knowing that l've got a dad

who hos got my bock. Whenever l'm sad or feel low, he is the one on whose shoulders I weep, just os the

comforting arm ot night. He is the one I con blindly trust knowing thot whatever he does isfor my good, just

like the faith of a mustord seed. Po, in your eyes l've seen God's love, in your words I hove heard his wisdom,

through your life I hove seen his groce. He acquires the patience of eternity ond thot I too get o little
patience as I am very hasty otherwise. Po, you ore the one who holds me when I cry" shine

when I succeed and has faith even when lfoil. And now in the end, to wind up my speech, I

understond that you ore the only mon on the earth who is never going to hurt me. The

greotest gift thot I have ever received from God is ' My dod' ! Ah.. ! why do I see teors in the

eyes of this mosterpiece colled dad ! My pillor of strength and comfort. Love you tons po,

Happy Father's Day Dad' 
vaidehi pater 9 c
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A story tells us thqt two friends were walking through the desert. During some point of the

iourney they hod an orgument ond one friend slapped the other one on the foce. The one who got slopped
wos hurt, but without saying onything, he wrote on the sand: "TODAY MY BEST FRTEND SLAPPED ME ON

THE FACE.'

They kept on walking untilthey found an oosis, where they decided to have a bath. The one who
hod been slapped, got stuck in the mire ond started drowning, but the other friend soved him. After the

friend recovered from the neor drowning experience, he wrote on q stone: "TODAY MY BEST FRTEND

SAVED MY LIFE.'

The friend who hod slapped ond saved his best friend asked him, 'After ! hurt you, you wrote in
the sand and now, you write on o stone, why?"

The other friend replied: "When someone hurts us, we should write it down on sond where the
woves of forgiveness con wosh it awoy. But, when someone does something good for us, we must
engrove it on stone where no wind con ever erose it."

LEARN TO WRITE YOUR HURTS ON THE SAND, AND TO CARVE YOUR BENEFITS IN STONE

They say it tokes a minute to find o speciol person, an hour to dppreciote them
ond o day to love them butthen an entire life toforgetthem.

Morol: Do not value the things you have in your life..But value who you have in
your life !

Alefiya Nagarwala 7 F

Los* ?eseec*
Once, Akbor the Great wos presented a bottle of perfume. While applying it, a drop fell on the

floor. He bent down instantly and rubbed the spot with his fingers. Suddenly he noticed that Birbot hod

seen him, so Akbar onnounced in his Durbar, "Let the fountains be filled with perfumes for six days."

Akbor noticed thot Birbalwdsn't impressed and he insisted that Birbol gives him the reason.

Birbal replied, "Respect gone with o drop cannot be replaced by filling tonks".

Morol: Birbol soid it all: - Lost respect is irreplaceable. A ship in conduct can erode

yo u r c r e d i b i I ity fo reve r.

1_ 1_ 1_
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Success
Success is on peoce of mind which is o direct result of self-sotisfoction in knowing you did your best

to become the best. To achieve success one must stop wishing ond stort working. To be successful, you

have to have your heort in your business ond your business in your heart. Stop being ofraid of what could

con wrong ond stort being excited of what con go right. Success is neither mogical nor mysterious,

Success is o notural consequence of consistentty applying basic fundomentols. Just believe in yourself.

The key to success is setf-confidence qnd the key to self-confidence is preporation. When you feel thot

ochieving your gool is becoming difficult and you ore losing confidence, simply smile becouse it does not

only moke you feel happy ond positive but it olso increases self - confidence. The strongest factor for
success is self-esteem: believing you con do it, believing you deserve it, believing you will get it' Don't ever

doubtyourself because doubt kitts more dreams thon failure ever will. It is hord to foil but it is worse never

to hove tried to succeed. We att hove dreqms. But in order to moke dreams come into reolity, it takes on

lot of determination, dedicotion, self-discipline and effort.

Ambition is the first step to success, oction being second. People succeed they

stort thinking they can do things. When they believe in themselves they have tested

success.

Lastty t would end with q quote of Ralph Woldo Emerson, 'Self Trust is the first
secretofsuccess' 

Ayesha shaikh g D

Friendshi?
Friendship is the divine relationship between two or more persons. Friendship is onother nome of

care and supportthe eoch other. lt is bosed on the trustfeeling ond proper understonding of each other. lt is

very ordinory and loyol relationship between two or more sociol people. People involved in the friendship

care and support for eoch other forever without any greed. The relationship of true friends becomes

stronger doy by day with care and trust.

Friends trust and support eoch other without showing their vanity ond power to eoch other. They

hove sense of equotity in their mind and know thot anyone of them moy need care ond support ot onytime.

Dedication ond trust is very necessory to maintoin the friendship for long time. Sometimes greedy people

ore unable to leod their friendship for long becouse of severol demands and lock of satisfaction. Some

people moke f riends for just to fulfill their interest and demands.

Seorching o good friend in the big crowd of people is as hord os seorching for o diomond in the coal

mineral friends ore not those who only stand with us through our good moments of life but those who

stand our troubles too. We must be coreful while choosing our best friends qs we may get

cheated by someone through. Gefing o best friend in life is very hard for everyone and if
one gets it, he/she is really bestowed with true Love of God. A good friend alwoys support

one through bad time and suggests the right path.

Ummehaani Phallanwala 9 D
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Nalute
Kingdoms of Noture below me,

Kingdoms of Angels above.

Between the two, here I stond

Uniting these worlds of love.

Gliding swiftly across the frozen loke

She skotes with grace,

Cycling, twirling, curving in arcs

The figures in ice to trace.

Now she glides ocross the ice

Master of grace ond skill

The prize is hers

A just reword

For the heort that says, I will.

Aditya Dokewar 7 D

Foretler Ftiends
You're my friend ond thot is true

But the gift wos given from me to You

We went through moments

thot were good and bod

Even moments thot were happy ond sqd

You supported me when I wos in teors

We stuck together when we were in fear

tts really sad thot it hod to be this woy

But it hos reoched its very last daY

Miles owoy can't keeP us a7drt

Couse you'll olwoys be in mY heort

THE BISHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

History gives me dates

Physics gives me weights

ln computers, find an error

With Moths I'm in terror
Geography is so large

While Chemistry hos no chorge

Still my parents wont me to studY

Even if l've studied already

And even though I become wise

They say get up and revise

Rhea Tarneja 9 A

4s I look back pn ny li|r-
As I look bock on my life

I find myself wondering...

Did I remember to thonk you

for oll that you have done for me?

For all of the times you were by my side

to help me celebrate my success

and accept my defeot

Or for teoching me the value of hord work,

good judgement, courqge, ond honesty?

I wonder if l've ever thanked you

for the simple things...

The laughter, smiles, and
quiet times we've shored?

lf I have forgotten to express my gratitude

For ony of these things,

I om thonking you now...

and I om hoping that you've known

allalong,
how very much you are loved and

appreciated.

Rajdeep Mule 9 A
Nesar Joshi 9 A
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E I Uere

lf lwere o stream

Searching for the ocean

You would be my current

Keeping me in motion.

lflwasaseed

Buried in the snow

You wauld be my sunlight

Helping me to grow.

lflwasospork
ln the middle of the night

You utould be my flame
Keeping me olight.

lf lwere o ship

On a stormy morning

You would be my lighthouse

Floshing me warning.

But l'm not o streom

nor a Spark,a ship, orq seed

I am a person

And it's you that I need.

I do not need a current

Lighthouse, flame, or the sun

All I need is love

And for me, you dre the one.

Zainab Dalvi9 G

LT4

Laasya Bulusu 9 D

The Secrels We *ide

We struggle to hove meoning

in this world, which we oll knaw,

We try, yet we wonder

where we atlshould go.

Hidden in the questions,

we connot find the onswers.

They are all hidden

deep inside our minds.

Hidden in our soul

is the life we try to hide,

but in time it will find you,

qnd it will releose

oll of its secrets hidden beneath,

so before it ruins the life you have mode,

release those dork secrets,

and the memories willfade,

Hidden in our lives are stories teft untotd

of the things we didn't wont them to know,

but once you tell somebody

ond moke your feelings known,

the struggle will be over

ond you'llfinally be home.
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"Pleose can I ploy with your remote control cor?

"No, this is mine, I will not shore with you."

This is what is hoppening in todoy's life.

I tive with o sibling and two cousins under the some roof. It's o joint family. lt's very similor to my Mom

or Dad tiving with three other sibtings. HoweveS what is different is thot my parents grew up with very limited

resources ond they shared many ospects of their tife i.e. rooms, toys, books ond even responsibilities. I olso

remember my grandmother telling me thot in their childhood they used to there bicycle between ten cousins. ln

today's tife even two siblings need sepdrote toys, books etc too often these doys, we forget to shore small things

in tife thot bring us joy. We ore so busy with our individual routines thot we have forgotten what shoring is! We

spend more time individuolly and less in teom sports or teom activities'

Shoring con come in many woys, it con come from shoring your things or can be simply shoring your

time. Which is a way to show someonethotyou core. Corpooling is anothervery good exomple of sharing.

We live in turbulent times ond there is a lot of hardship oround us. Hence as we leorn to shore with our

fomity ond friends we leorn to share in our public tife. There ore mony oround us who ore less fortunate, moke o

pledge to yourself thot whenever possible, you willshare your resources with them and show thot you core. Not

onty for yourself but also for your society and your country. lt can come in simple gestures such os donoting

clothes that you don't use onymore, time that you can put done towards o sociol couse. Friends you oll will

dgree that we all ore a creotive bunch who con come up with even more ideas.

You can also smile, but for laughter one need compdny. To live hoppily together in society one should

learn the noble act of sharing. Sharing creates bonding with people. Working hand in hond we can ochieve

many goals. Shoring sorrow will comfort the person and shoring happiness will spread and give one the

experience of pure bliss.

tt is very importont to remember three basic keys to more abundont living; coring about others, doring

for others and sharing with others.

I would like to conclude by soying "Life is incomplete without the ones who shore

with you and core for you."

NandiniEhattad 7 D
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A MANGER FILLED WITH LOVE
Candle Light Service

Ol trru pleasant evening of the 10th of Decemberi 2016 it while the boys were smartly dressed in black trousers

and white shirts with red scarves wrapped around their
The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri was privileged to host 

necks.
the 9th Lesson Carol Service or the "Candle Light Service"

as it is affectionately called. Every effort was made to make The service began with a procession, led by the celebrant

itan eveningto remember. Rev Rathod, and the cEo and Hon. sec., Mr. Frank Freese.

Red poinsettias were the main attraction of the d6cor; with They were followed by heads of the three schools and the

plants placed on the main entrance as well as the stage. invitees

The focal point on the stage was an exquisite scene of the Mr. Freese welcomed the congregation after the opening

three wise kings following the star of Bethlehem. prayer. The lessons were read by the Heads of the schools

The staff choir looked smart with white cape and . and the service was a true amalgamation of the Bishop's

poinsettia brooch pinned on their shoulder. The student, three branches'

choir was dressed smartly, the girls looked elegant in red Candles flickered on, as the other lights were switched off
skirts and white tops with a scarf and a holly leaf pinned on at the poignant rendition of our well-loved carol 'Silent



Night'. Our students' choir sang 'A Manger filled with Love'

- a song a sign unto you; Ye shall find the babe wrapped in

swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. The Undri staff choir

sang 'A thousand Candles' a song brightening every home

with Jesus' love and warmth. After the Benediction, the

service came to a solemn end with the strains of, 'Joy to the

world', hanging on the night air. The VIP's, Residential staff,

the office staff and the staff of all three schools later met

for dinner.

The stilt area where dinner was served was beautifully and

tastefully decorated. Each table was adorned with a

centerpiece of fresh flowers and a glowing candle.

All the events of the evening, the d6cor and the

THE BISHOPS CO,ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

programmes were carried out under the unflagging
guidance of our Head Master Mr. Henry. Soggee, our quiet

pillar of strength, Mrs. H. Soggee and the effervescent Mrs.

M. Fernandes. Credit and thanks must go to our
wonderfully talented Art Department and to the multi-

tasking, creative ladies of the Pre-Primary classes, for their
wonderful work in making the snowflakes, wreaths and

other fl oral decorations.
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BATTLE OF WORDS
The Frank Anthonv Debate

The frankAnthony Memorial All - lndia Inter - School

Debate Competition 2016 was held at The Bishop's School

Camp on the 15th of July 2016. The topic for the debate

was:

" l have the Power of People with Me."

The participants were allotted one hour to prepare on the

topic after which the competition commenced. The panels

of judges included Rev. Fr. Malcolm Sequeira (Vicar -
Divine Mercy Church, Vadagaonsheri), Mr. Minocher Patel

(Motivational Speaker) nd Dr. Deepak Ranade( A

renowned Physician).

This debate is held annually in the memory of Late Mr.

Frank Anthony (1908-1933) who was a multi - faceted

person - an Educationist, a lawyer, a parliamentarian and

a prominent leader of the Anglo - Indian Community. As an

educationist, Mr. Anthony is best remembered for his

proposal to establish an alternate Board to the Senior

Cambridge Examination, Thus, the council for the Indian

SchoolCertificate Examination (ICSE) came into being. Mr.

Anthony was in fact the founder Chairman of the Council

for the ICSE . He also founded the All Indian Anglo Indian

Education Institution, which administers schools named

after him in New Delhi, Kolkata and Bangalore. Mr.

Anthony was a member of the Constituent Assembly and

the Drafting Committee .He was entrusted with the task of

writing a new constitution of free India. He was nominated

as a representative of the Anglo Indian Community in the

Lok Sabha.

This annual debate competition has thus been

appropriately named after Mr. Frank Anthony. He was an

eloquent speaker and his spirited arguments during his

legal battles, his speeches in the Parliament and his

writi ngs a re memorable.

Mrs . R Alex



VERBATTLE
The Patwardhan Inter-school Debate

Zhe much awaited Patwardhan lnter-School debate was

held on the 1st August 2016 which was hosted by The

Bishop's School, Camp. The Topic for the debate was

'Education alone has not made any dent on lowering

crimes in society". After a round of auditions with over

twenty students giving their best to be a part of the team,

thanks to the kind efforts of our Headmastel Mr. H.

Soggee, who patiently heard each student. We shortlisted

two of the students who represented The Bishop's Co-Ed

School, Undri at the debate. Manansh Arora of Class X and

Udeet Mittal of Class lX were the two students
representing the school. A lot of effort and hard work had

gone in for several days after which the final day arrived.

The Team along with their Mentor, Ms. T. Lobo and a

cheering squad witnessed the debate. The programme

began at 10 a.m., with a prayer lead by Fr. A. Quadros. We

were then introduced to the th ree Judges for the morning -

Fr. A. Quadros, Mr. S. Kulkarni , Prof. P. DastureJhe Chief

Guest for the debate was Mrs. Rani Saheb Soubhagyavati

Uma Raje Patwardhan. The Chief Guest along with the

three judges was felicitated with a bouquet of flowers

.Eleven teams from various schools participated in the

debate. Each speaker gave his/her best. True stories were

narrated, topics like "Women Empowerment", ' the true
meaning of Education' were touched upon. Famous from
great personalities were quoted with eloquence. Towards
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the end of the debate, each judge gave their views about

the debate. They all spoke about today's youth being more

enlightened and more aware about what is happening in

our society around. They congratulated each participant

for their excellent performance. While the scores of the
participants were being calculated, the audience was

treated with a beautiful video 'The lmportance of
Teachers'. Eventually, the much awaited results were

announced.

The individ ua I prizes for the th ree Best Speakers :

l.HitanshuM. - TheBishop'sSchool,Camp

2. MananshArora - The Bishop'sCo-EdSchool, Undri

3. Shlok B. - The Bishop'sSchool, Camp

The Rolling Trophy for the winning team known as "The

Laxmibaisaheb Patwardhan- Ranisaheb of Miraj Trophy

(Sr) went to The Bishop's School, Camp. The first Runner's-

Up Team were Manansh Arora and Udeet Mittal from The

Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri. lt was indeed a delightful
moment to see our team getfing two of the much coveted
prizes, that of the 2nd Best Speaker and the Runner-Up

team. Inspite of very good talent and tough competition by

the remaining schools too, we carved a niche for ourselves

in the hearts and minds of the judges and as well as the
audience. The programme came to an end with the vote of
thanks.

L45
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NATIONAL BEAT
Republic Day Celebration

" May the Sun in his course,

Visit no Land more free,

More happy and more lovely,

Than our own country "

The Republic Day was celebrated with gaiety, colour and

music Jhe ground and Building 2 was decorated in tricolor-
saffron, white and green. Streamers ,flowers and rangoli

attracted the eyes of all . The children of classes I to X

attended the programme and were well disciplined
throughout the celebration. The teachers in their beautiful

tricolor atti re added zest to the fu nction.

The Scouts and Guides welcomed the chief guest, Group

Captain Sen and the Head master Mr. Soggee alongwith the
"Guard of Honour." The Head Girl, Fatema Kapadia read

the lines, "Where the mind is without fear." Our Head Boy,

Nirmit Ghughu led us in a special prayer for the Republic

Day, asking the Lord to keep the country united, peaceful

ano prosperous.

The National flag was hoisted. Everyone stood in attention

and sang the National Anthem. The pledge and prayer was

administered by the Headmaster Mr. Soggee. The tricolor
balloonswere released bythe Chief Guest.

The chief guest then delivered a short but meaningful

message that we are living in a democratic country and are

independent. A Hindi speech , "Nahin sirf jashna manana,

nahi sirf jhanda leharaana, yeh kaafi nahi waten parasti,

yadoon ko nahi badhana, mazhab ke liye nahi, zindagi

watan ke liye lutana" was delivered by Vaidehi Patel and a

Hindi poem "Agar azadi ko bachana chahate ho, toh desh

ke liye lahu bahana padega" was recited by Avneet Saggu.

The choir in their melodious voices sang patriotic song,

"Chhodo kal ki batein."

The programme culminated with refreshments for all the
parents, visitors, students and staff present.

Mrs. Roseline Kujur.
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AM BASSADORS FOR INTHGRITY
Farewell for Out Going Students
(fl'-lt's 

time to say goodb,ye, but I think goodbyes are sad

and I'd much rather say helllo. Hello to a new adventure." -

Ernie Harwell.

It was once again a time of nostalgia on 14th Februa ry 2OI7

as we bid 'Au Revoir' to our dear class 10 students as they

prepare to step out of scl^rool and move into a new life as

young adults. The auditorium of Building 4 wore a festive

look with a fantastic brackdrop prepared by the Art

department depicting the theme for the evening
'Ambassadors for Integrity". The class 10 students came

dressed in their finest apparel as they prepared to receive

the souvenirs handed over to them by our CEO and

Honorary Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese.

It was an emotional moment as the Head Boy, Nirmit

Ghughu, recalled the precious moments spent at The

Bishop's School, Undri that they would treasure forever.

Mr. A.Mascarenhas and Mrs.G.Singh , representing the

parents, extolled the virtues of the school and gave some

excellent advice to the children. This was followecl by a

"trip down the memory lane" scripted by Shirin lqb;al and

Tanish Bhakri who emotionally recalled their journey from

the first day in school, to the present time, and finally

saying'au revoir.'

The finale was a choir of the class X students who sang

"When can we meet again" and the staff choir sang

"Future Road"* an inspirational song. Finally, the Head

Girl, Fatema Kapadia presented the vote of thanks

followed byThe School Song and The NationalAnthem.

The students highly appreciated the precious advice and

wishes for the forthcoming exams. The evening ended

with a sumptuous dinner for all present and the batch of

201.6-2017 bid formal adieu to their school.
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WE CARE
Socially Useful Productive Work
L/n the 9th July ( Saturday | 2016, as a part of the SUPW

project, the students of class X were taken for " Tree

Plantation Drive", to an enclosed forest area near Senapati

Bapat Road "Hanuman Tekdi" in the heart of Pune city.

The respective class teachers with the help of the PTI's

accompanied the students. The reporting time at The

Bishop's Co- Ed School, Undri for the students was 6:45

am, the attendance of students was taken and the group

set out on the journey for the day. The students who were

". p?rt of the " The Bishop's Eco friendly Club" had

;;4, organized this trip. We reached the venue "Hanuman

i Tekdi" The weather was quite gloomy with a slight drizzle.
-l,l fne guardian of Hanuman Tekdi was a retired military

.. . b -"'--'
' importance of planting trees. One of the organizers from

The Bishop's Eco Club (Camp) gave a brief information

aboutthe importance of ub.

Students were
raincoats. S
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hill.
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A Day in the life of a Parent

Anttl last year, I worked as a Production Editor at the

Springer Publishing House, Europe. I am now a "happy"

Freelancer in German interpretations. "Happy", because I'm

now spending more time with my son and watching him grow

into a fantastic and intelligent young man.

Udeet is our only child - Although he has a few pets and our

home is as peaceful and organised as a home with
grandparents, pets and a 4th Grader can be ! We start our day

like any other family. My son usually gets himself ready with

little help from us and leaves for school around 7 am. What

we make sure each morning is that he wakes up in a good

mood and leaves for school in a happy state of mind. We have

instilled a sense of independence in our son and studying in

The Bishop's School, Undri, only reinforces those values.

Some days when I have time on my hands, I drop him to

school. lf you haven't experienced the traffic in front of the

school and on the driveway, you might not know what I am

talking about when I say; the School Staff and other Resource

members, risk their lives each day to keep our children safe!

There are parents, as well as bus drivers, all converging on

one path at the same time trying to get the kids to school on

time. Some of the Staff members do a great job not just

directing the traffic, but also by greeting the parents and

students sometimes with a smile, wave, etc. These are all

miniscule things but I love the consistency they show in our

children's lives. The fresh aiL the cleanliness and the greenery

around the school premises, give me an instant boost of

energy and positivity and are a reflection of the planning and

efforts that go behind making the school this beautiful.

When I was growing up, every time the Principal addressed

us, there was a fear amongst us. The Principal, in most

students' minds, was a stern man who yelled and gave

punishments. Maybe this was a perception. But when I hear

my son talk about the things his Head Master and teachers

share and talk about during the daily Assembly and how

much he looks forward to it each day, makes me realize that

the old school perspective has changed. The School Head

Master and the Staff are constantly and creatively building

relationships with students and its fantastic when each day

gets off to a Good Start this way. Another important thing that

makes my life easy as a parent is the TBS app. This app literally
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forms a bridge between the parents and the school with

ti mely communications on attendance, homework,
worksheets, important announcements, etc. The app is not

just efficient and fast but a lso very easy to operate.

I strive to finish my professional commitments and other

chores before my son returns from school, which is around

2:30PM, so that we can talk about how his day was and what

he has been instructed to study. I make sure that the

homework or study time is fun instead of making it boring and

serious. Evenings are playtime and we make sure that we

both get enough physical exercise. After a pleasant family

dinner, the day ends with reading a book and saying our

prayers.

This academic year, I have been lucky to be the Joint Secretary

(parent body) of the PTA Executive Committee. I must say, I

have attended very few meetings that are this organised,

professional and amicable. The Agenda, the discussions and

the arriving at decisions - hand in hand with the parents -
everything is worth appreciating! When issues and concerns

are discussed amicably by both parties in such forums,

arriving at a decision without chaos becomes so easy. I

considered it my responsibility to share the highlights of the

meetings and give an insight to other parents about the

same.

My son says his school has the best teachers in the whole

wide world and probably that is the reason why he hasn't

needed any tuition till date. He is capable of studying

independently with very little help or monitoring from me.

What I have observed very closely is that, if he misses his

school by a day or two, he has difficulty in understanding the

topics covered that day, no matter how much I try to teach

him the same topics. There has never been a day he wants to

skip/miss the school. This, in itsell is a proof of how efficient

his teachers a re with their jobs. The School is not just teaching

our son how to be disciplined, honest and organised but it is

also inculcating the same values and ethics in us. In the end,

all that the parents want is that the school teaches their

children good thoughts, good words, good deeds, keeps

them safe and looks after them while thev learn life's best

lessons.

1-53
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THE WORLD OF INVENTIONS
Science Day Clelebration

?ie Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri celebrated the
"NationalScience Day" on 28th February 2OI7 asa mark of
respect to the most eminent scientist of India and the
world, Dr. C.V. Raman. At the morning assembly, the
students spoke about the significance of Science Day

emphasizing the achievements of Sir.C.V.Raman. They also

explained the theme of the National Science Day for year
2017 i.e. "science and Technology for specially abled
persons".

As part of the celebrations, a two day Science exhibition
was held. The prograrnme was inaugurated by our
Headmaster , Mr. Henry Soggee by planting a sapling.A
total of 150 students from Standard Vl to lX from the
school across displayecl their innovative talents.The
exhibits included still models, working models which were
very innovative and relevant to today's times.

The enthusiasm and the skill of the students clubbed with
in-depth knowledge of Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Mathematics and Conrputers at school level was
commendable.The event witnessed around 52 exhibits
and working models.

The exhibits in Physics, to name a few included Tesla

coil,Rocket launcher, Traffic signal system, Multi Plate
Ramp, Laser security system, Smart India, Rain detector
with alarm circuit and many more. The Chemistry projects
included Soap synthesis, Sialt- a boon to mankind, Sewage

watertreatment, Metallurgy and Aluminium, Chemistry of
organic dyes. The Biology projects included Reflex action,
Virus infecting a cell, Egg formation inside a hen, Cell, Pune
Blood bank, Working of biceps and triceps, working of
digestive, respiratory, circulatory and nervous system. Also

there was a presentation of Computer projects which
included Know your horoscope, Pancake house, World of
triangles, Graphical pattern and Quiz time. The other
models included Obstruc;tion removet Logic Gates.The

Mathematics projects included Formula detector,
Clinometers and Pascal's Triangle.

The students also dressed up and enacted as scientists to
give information about the various discoveries in a verv
entertaining way.

The Headmaste; Mr.Henry Soggee appreciated the efforts

of the teachers and students in making the exhibition a

grand success.He keenly interacted with the students who
exuded confidence while explaining to him the various
projects and activities that were on display.

The exhibition witnessed the attendance of a llarge

number of students who appeared to enjoy and
appreciate the projects displayed. With an endeavour to
promote scientific attitude among the budding young

students, this Science Exhibition was one of its kind.

Mrs. P. Walke
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MARATH I DIWAS CELEBRATION

7 he mornin gof 27th February was bustling with a lot of

activities and excitement as the participants arrived early
for the Marathi Diwas. The girls wore a traditional sari
"Kashta" and the boys wore "Dhoti and Kurta".

The attire suited the occasion very well. 27th February is

the Birth Anniversary of the Marathi poet " Kusumagraj".
A small skit related to the poet Kusumagrajwas performed
by the students.

"Utha Rashtraveer ho" was sung by the students choir.
Diksha Kajbaje of class Vlll gave a message on "phuge".

Shrutuka Dangmali and Aneesh Dighe conducted the
entire programme.

The Bhavgeet " Dev Bappa Dev Bhappa navsala pav" bythe

students of class l, the " Shetkari Dance" by the students of
classes ll and V and the Lavni was performed by the girls of
classesVl&Vll.

The performances were thoroughly enjoyed by allJhe
programme ended with our supervisor Mrs. M. Fernandes
pra ising everyone's effort.

1s6

Mrs. S. Katre
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BE PREPARED
The Scouts and Guides

?ontinuous effort- not strength or intelligence is the key

to unlocking our potential"- Winston Churchill.

The first academic session of the Scouts and Guides
commenced on the 22 June 2016. The new batch of
students were welcomed in the company. The Scout
Masters and Guide Captains briefed the students on the
various activities in the Scouts and Guides
Movement.

New staff was recruited as the
strength of the students had
increased, Overall in charge was
given to Mr. Mark. Fernandes

and Mrs. R. Benjamin.

The sessions were conducted
with full zeal and enthusiasm

under the able guidance of
our Headmaster, Mr. H.

Soggee.

new and exciting. They learnt "';
different knots and its'uses, The
Scouts and Guides learnt about the
International Morse Code and the wood craft
signs. They were taught how to decipher the coded
messages and also learnt many new games.

Culinary skills were developed they learnt to prepare

sandwiches, bhel, salad decoration and snacks. Another
interesting competition held was 'Gadget making' and
'Stitch i ng H ave rsacks'.

They took part in various activities such as the Cleanliness
Drive, traffic duty and forming a guard of honour during
various school functions. The students were taken for
monsoon hike to a resort'Adventure plus' in Bhor in the
month of August.

An overnight camp was organized for the Junior Scouts and

Guides in the school campus where 92 students
participated. The senior students were taken to camp in

Wai. Activities such as rope climbing, river crossing and

some interesting games were organized by the Scout

Masters and Guide Captains. A cleanliness Drive was

organized in the neighbourhood. A special assembly was

conducted by the Scouts and Guides on 'Thinking Day' to
commemorate the birthday of Lord Baden Powell- the

founder of Scouting Movement.

The academic year came to an end with
the important event'The

Investiture Ceremony.' lt was

held on 2nd March 2017.Class

V students were given 'the

Pravesh Badge,' the sixth,

seventh, eighth and ninth
grade students were given

the Pratham Sopan,
: Dwitiya Sopan and Tritiya

Sopan badges. The best

Scouts and Guides were
given stars to adorn their

uniform. Vanshika
Shrivastava and Yohaan

Benjamin were nominated as

the best Guide and best Scout for
the year 2OL6-L7 and were honored

with the Preet AgarwalTrophy.

Thus it was a fun filled adventurous and exciting year for
the Scouts and Guides

By God's grace and the encouragement given by our
Headmaster Mr. H. Soggee we will continue with our good

work.

Mrs. R. Benjamin

The students were divided .sffi
into various patrols. In each ffi
session they learnt something
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THE KOREAN DELEGATION
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AIM FOR THE STARS
NASA Trip

Lt*"ra dull and dreadful morning. As a part of our usual

chores, the students of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri, did
not look forward to that day's school assembly. Mr. Soggee

bore the yawning mouths of young children until he finally
swept us off our feet by making an announcement and caught
all ears to be alert. "The Bishop's School is organising a school
trip to the U.S.A. Those who are interested, may give your
names in to Mr. Melroy Fernandes." Most pupils started
looking towards their friends and a wave of excitement
flowed amongst several Bishopites who were looking forward
for an opportunity such as this, to travel overseas with our
pals. We knew what ourtopic of discussion at the dinner table
with our parents would be for that specific evening. lt sure
does go without saying that it took more than just'convincing
our parents'forthem to actually paythe amount.

The exams were over and summer vacations began, within a

snap of our fingers. We fetched for buses in order to appear
for our interviews. Visa application dates were stated.
Biometrics and interviews began for which we went in groups

of 50 to the embassy of the Unites States of America, in
Mumbai. We got a short glimpse of how travelling alone,
being responsible and independent would feel like. lt was a

great time. The trailer was just the beginning, however. The
day of the seminar was announced and parents along with
their children gathered to know about the tour in detail. We
discovered that we were over 1-50 children thrilled with the
idea of travelling seven seas away from our home without our
parents. The flight information for separate groups was
declared. All of us packed our bags and could not get a decent
nap before we hoaded out wilh luggage in our hands and vim

;fril-*&

In oureyes.

The students of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri were a part

of Group 1of the trip. We set out at 3 o'clock in the afternoon
from Camp in our respective buses to board our flight in time,
which was scheduled for 1:30 a.m. the following day. We

reached the airport and were delighted at the sight of the
beauty and charm of The Chhatrapati Shivaji International
Airport, Mumbai. We walked in a systematic and organised

manner while others watched the thorough responsibility
and unity of the Bishopites. The checking in and immigration
phases were over and now we awaited for our flight. The

charmingly enormous aeroplane took our breaths away from
the exterior as well as the interior. The flight took off.

It took us L8 hours to reach the land again. We landed at the
J FK Airport after observing the clouds and skies for more than
we could remember. We all assembled and set out to reach

our hotel in New Jersey. The roads, infrastructures, climate
and culture outside the window of our bus kept us engaged.

We did not realise when our two hour ride was over and then
there they were, our first temporary rooms. We checked in

and as per the quadruple room sharing rule, we were
partnered up in groups of four. We rested that night as the
consecutive day we knew we were about to witness the
Times Square and the Empire State Building. We woke up

fresh on this day and head out to view one of the most

miraculous monumentsthat exist in ourworld. We stood high

up on the L07th floor of this structure. The sky was the limit.
We looked at the big stores on Times Square and were
overjoyed. The next morning, it was our dream come true to
visit one of the seven wonders of the world , 'The Statue of

i:mffi"
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Liberty'. After a healthy and complimentary breakfast, we
were cheered up to spend our day travelling on a ferry from
one island to the other. Ellis lsland and the Liberty lsland in

New York were the heart of our trip. We clicked several
photos and headed out to take a stroll in the Rockefeller
Center, Manhattan. Our next destination was the capital of
the country, Washington D.C. lt was a road trip of four hours
and we watched the White House Building with our own eyes

- truly miraculous. We also went to the Lincoln Memorial and
witnessed the history of one of the greatest nations and it's
leaders. We also visited a few museums that evening. lt was a

great day! We took a long nap before we set out in the
morning for Niagara Falls. lt was a tiring journey to sit in one
position for 8 hours but we successfully managed it. Late in
the evening we reached near the border of two of the
greatest nations in the world, United States and Canada,

marked by the marvellous 'Niagara Falls'. We watched 'the
light and the sound show' in the night. The colourful lights

enticed us with its magical beauty. We lived in Buffalo for the
next day and went for a ferry ride called 'Journey beyond the
Falls'. lt was an exhilarating experience. The next day we
packed up for a week's ecstatically engaging journey in

Orlando. We caught a two hour flight to our last destination.
Reaching the airport, we were first engrossed to know the
schedule of two of the most important destination places for
any child, 'Universal Studios' and 'Disney World'. On the day
of our Disney World adventure, we were told to wear green t-
shirts given to us by the school for better identification. We

enjoyed the day like we had no worries at all. We went on
roller coaster rides with ourfriends and clicked funny pictures

with the Disney princesses. Lunch and dinner were the
highlights because we could pick our own fast food. The day
got over quickly. We rushed back to the hotel, freshened
ourselves and slept off. The next morning we woke up for the
most adventurous destination, in our books, Universal
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Studios. Our buses took us to the biggest amusement park in

the world and our excitement was heightened. We went on
one of the biggest roller coasters in the world called the 'Red

Rocket' and the tallest roller coaster called 'The Hulk'. The
joyrides and fantasy themed parks charmed us . From the
souvenir store, we picked up gifts for our friends, family and
folks, back at home. Lunch and dinner was provided to us by

the organisers. The following day, our aeronautical
experience began. 'The first day of NASA, 'The National
Aeronautical and Space Administration 'we were given a tour
of the location and then soon after that, we visited the
museums. After lunch time, we were distributed in teams of
five each, we had a lot of fun, role playing a space
arrangement. The next day we were given an experience of
space-games such as set-gravity and roller loop. lt was a great

day. The third and last day of our experience at NASA

consisted of a seminar conducted by a very recognised Space

Astronaut, Mr. McCollan and his Team. He signed our space
programme completion certificates and bid us adieu as our
three day space adventure course came to an end.
We, although, disheartened with the idea of the trip coming
to an end, did not want anything more than our reunion with
our respective families. The next day we caught a flight back

to the JFK Airport, in New Jersey. From there we awaited the
flight that would take us back to our home land. We took off
from the USA on the 13th day of our adventurous tour and

arrived at the Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport on the
14th. We left the airport in our buses and reached Camp,

Pune in three hours, where we finally got together with our
families after two weeks.

Overall, the trip that was scheduled for 14 days, lasted with us

in our cherished memories forever. The students thank the
Bishop's School with our whole hearts for this wonderful
experience whose significance lasts with us even today.
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DAILY DOSE
Moral Talks at the Morning Assembly

FAMOUS FAILURES

Failure or failing at something, is a part of life. You learn
from your mistakes and your failures, and use them as

stepping stones to achieve success and greatness. In other
words, failure is a great teacher, one of the best, in fact.

Even successful and famous people - and have had

experienced failure and the disappointment that often
came in their life. How they chose to deal with their
failures is what made them successful and got them to
where they are today. Oprah Winfrey was told that she was

unfit for TV. Oprah of course then went on to conquer TV,

and is today known as the queen of television Talk-Show.

You may be surprised to know that Steve Jobs -the man

who has made Apple into one of the most successful and

richest companies in the world, was also
unceremoniously removed from Apple, the company he
founded, when he was 30. This is what he said about his
failure. "l didn't see it then, but it turned out that getting
fired from Apple was the best thing that could have ever
happened to me. The heaviness of being successful was

replaced by the lightness of being a beginner again. lt freed
me to enter one of the most creative periods of my life."

Similarly, Walt Disney was fired by a newspaper editor
because he "lacked imagination and had no good ideas."
He was also a failed businessman. He then went on to
create Disney Land and Mickey Mouse, and the rest, as

they say, is history. lf there's one thing that the stories
above teach us, it's that it is all about how badly you want
something and how you react to failure, disappointments
and rejection. For me, it's how you deal with failure that
defines who you really are. A. P. J Abdul Kalam has changed
the definition of failing F A I L means "First attempt in

Thus I would like to conclude by a quote
"Greatness is not achieved by never failing
each time we fall."

Mysha Khan 7H

by Confucius
but by rising

LOST RESPECT

Once, Akbar the Great was presented a bottle of perfume.
While applying it, a drop fell on the floor. He bent down
instantly and rubbed the spot with his fingers. Suddenly he

noticed that Birbal had seen him so Akbar announced in

his Durbar," Let the fountains be filled with perfumes for
six days."

Akbar noticed that Birbal wasn't impressed and he

insisted that Birbalgives him a reason.
Birbal replied, "Respect gone with a drop cannot be

replaced by fi | ling tanks".
Moral: Birbal said it all: - Lost respect is irreplaceable. A

sh i p i n cond uct ca n erode you r cred i bi I ity forever.
Himanshu Narayan Sharma 9D

What makes allthe difference in your effort!

A giant ship engine failed. The ship owner tried one expert
afteranother, but none ofthem could figure out howto
fixthe engine.
They then brought in an old man who had been fixing ships

since he was young. He carried a large bag of tools with him
and when he arrived, he immediately got on to work. He

inspected the engine very carefully, from top to bottom.
Some of the crew members were there watching this man

hoping to see him fix the engine.
After looking into things, the old man reached into his bag

and pulled out a small hammer. He gently tapped
something. lnstantly, the engine lurched into life. He

carefully put his hammeraway. The engine was fixed!
A week later, the owner received a billfrom the old man for
ten thousand dollars.
"What?!" the ownerexclaimed. "He hardlydid anythingl"
So they wrote to the old man a note, saying, "Please send

us an itemized bill."
The man sent a billthat read:
Tappingwithahammer... .S2.00
Knowing where to tap.... ... S 9,998.00
*Effort is important, but knowing where to make an effort
makes all the difference l*
Yashika Bakhru 9C
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We know you'd be with us

today if heaven wasn't so fiar away.
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A TRIBUTE
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A True Friend

True friends are the most precious gifts, one can have. They ore hard to come by and t consider myself to be very lucky to know a
person, who waswith me through thick and thin.

Churmit Sada was a childhood friend of mine. We met eoch other when we were in LKG and used travel by the some van.
Initially, we used to argue but later on, we became friends. She was fun to be around with and was a caring person. She was a
kind hearted and one of the best friends that I could ever have. She had o personality that nobody can ever forget with whom
you could never stay angry for a long time. No motter whot she did, it always mqde me happy. Her warm smile was very
soothing . We loved to play together whether it wqs Badminton or playing on the swing . Whenever I visited her house, pillow
fights wos one of our favourite pass times. Last yeor, she told me that she wanted to become o doctor like her Mom and Dad. t
was happy to hear that. She was on amazing person. She spread good cheer snd laughter wherever she went and olso mode
her absence felt . No matter what happens she will alwoys be remembered by her loved ones.

Palok Lodhs - 9-C
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A quiet, sincere and obedient child, Nidhi Dixit made an impoct on all her teachers ond peers. 5he was intelligent, friendly and
keen to extend o helping hond to one and all. Her classmates were extremely fond of her due to the warmth that exube'roted
from her towards everyone.
Nidhi wos not only proficient in academics but also excelled in extra-curricular activities. She had a keen ear for music and
ployed the harmonium too. Along with this, she was olwoys penning down things in her book. Her ort and cioft skills were
commendable too.
It is a greot loss to the school and her friends that a child as talented as Nidhiwos taken owoy to her heavenlv obode so soon.
Dear Nidhi, we know thst you are smiling at us from heaven. You will always remain in our hearts forever.

Class teocher - Mrs. Pooia Sonowani
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ENDEAVOUR AGAINST
INSURMOI,JNTABLE
ODDS
"The very best thing you can do for the whole world is to

make the most of yourself."

Wallace Wattles

WrrnNihaal, I wanted to give much energyto his dreams

than to his fears. His Journey began beautifully from

Kindergarten to UKG with so many merits, amazlng

handwriting and an "Outstanding", in all his remarks on his

report card. Towards the mid of his UKG, his vision started

troubling him. He began to write abnormally with

backward formation of letters and his learning skills went

low. On approaching various doctors ,no one could

diagnose what was wrong. When he entered his first

standard, he developed major head aches and then we

realized that we must show him to an ophthalmologist. He

suffered from genetic disorder in both his eyes. A cone rod

Dystrophy medically termed as the Steghard's Dystrophy.

This was something that wasn't complete blindness it was

partial blindness.

Our hometown school gave up on Nihaal and asked him to

leave as they could not cater to challenged children and

requested us to put him in a Blind School. We were in a very

small town and didn't see any avenue. We went to multiple

schools with his case but no one was compassionate. Science

believed that he'd lose his eyesight soon and I believed

that while he can see l'll try to show the world to him, for

there are somethings in the world beyond one's

comprehension that often haPpen.

We happened to shop for stock for our Boutique in

Mumbai and I went around schools discussing Nihaal's

case only to realize that there is an opening for challenged

children and there is still compassion in this world. The

train passed by Pune and something called out to me. ljust
popped out from the train.

Here our journey started, when I went around hunting for

schools and I wanted nothing but the best for Nihaal.We

walked into many schools and filled Admission Forms

where Nihaal would be accepted. lt was 'The Bishops

School' that gave him an opportunity to appear for an

Admission Test and he was selected on merit.
: i ,,:::lll:::,' 

"

Nihaal was given all care and concern during his schooling

and the grooming of the school was so divine that none of

the students at school made Nihaal feel that he was a

challenged child or he was facing any disorder. ICSE was a

difficult board, but the school motivated Nihaal and he

always achieved.

He was rendered with all support ,every teacher

considered him more like his/her child and gave him allthe

attention that he needed to grow into a fine gentleman

that he is today. The school saw to it that all his notes

reached him and they monitored him closely as in a way

that he doesn't make his challenge an excuse.

Each teacher had the confidence that he could do better

and so did he.

Nihaal started dancing right from the age of two and had a

oassion for Art. He danced to his heart's content and once

he completed his 12th Standard, he requested me to let

him join his Guru: his dream dance-Guru, Shiamak Davar.

He completed his programme of Dance and then joined an

Acting school with Mr,Shashi Ra njan.

Now he goes ahead to Symbiosis International University

for his further education.

The perception of the horizon is an earthbound evenU all

horizons disappear in space, and we are left shorn of the

sweet roots that have held us to the earth, challenged to

imagine what is truly present just before us, a unified and

seemingly limitless universe-Eugene Kennedy

The Bishops School has made my son what he is today' I

thank the school wholeheartedly for having faith in my son

and helping him to develop his innate talents and bloom

into a personality - more beautiful from within.

; 
T76

Mrs. S. Raheja
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A Child of 6reat Grit
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